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Editor's Note; because of taping difficulties, the quality of thereports on panel and case study sessions is uneven. Program Par-
ticipants would be able to respond directly to requests for furtherinformation.
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INTRODUCTION

If the states are to r.ove forward in providing greatly needed

services to young children and their families, it is clear that

those in the states who are responsible for making decisions and

planning programs must work together. There is not time, there

are not the resources for endless experimentation for repetition

of mistakes. In spite of the pressures of day-to-day problems,

shorthanded s,affs and limited budgets, there is a heartening con-

cern among state leaders that they profit from each other's expe-

rience, that -- working together--they can take progressive strides

in improving child care.

Until recently, however, there has been no mechanism, no cen-

tral source of information transcendlnq individual state boundaries

to assist in this endeavor. The Carly Childhood Proje,7t z'snd Task

Force of trle Lducation Commission of the States (LCS) have as a

primary objective enhancing information exchange among the states.

Much more than disseminating materials, that process is most effec-

tive when it brings together people with decision-making responsi-

bilities to analyze the issues which they all face and to evaluate

the techniques which they are utilizing.

In recognition of this fact, the LCS Early Childhood Project

sponsored the first conference on implemen,ing state early child-

hood programs, December 7-8, 1972, in Denver, Colorado. More than

200 persons from 37 states attended. Many nationally known experts,



including numerous members of the Early Childhood Task Force and

state leaders rnvolved in the everyday problems of program imple-

mentation, were conference participants. We are grateful to them

all.

This report covers only the highlights of the two-day session.

Impossible to describe here but perhaps the most significant out-

come of the meeting were the dedication, dialogue and commitment

to re-evahation of objectives and procedures which the conference

witnessed and engendered. The Education Commission of the States

is determined that that momentum will not terminate with this

report.

Calvin L. Rampton
Governor of Utah

Chairman, ECS Early
Childhood Task Force
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This is the first conference of its kind--devoted to the re-

vitrw and e%pansion of early childhood implementation efforts in

the states. Planned to analyze major issues and specific case

experience and then to help states apply that information to

their own needs, this conference is a logical and lung antici-

pated outcome of the founding 3f the Education Commission of the

States itself. As one of the founders and then early chairman of

the organization, 1 was convinced that sometime the Commission

would justify its existence, to a large extent, by facalitatinc

the actual implementation of programs at the state level. %he

next two days should be a decisive step in that direction.

My membership on the J.:C! Larly Childhood Task Force over the

last two years has confirmed my own convictions about the impor-

tance of services for the very young and the almost unlimited
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opportunities to improve the administration of ongoing state ef-

forts. For the six years I was qcvQrnor of South Carolina, I

argued with HEW and the Congress that if the state could assume

responsibility for administering the Heau Start program, we

could cut tack on duolication of overhead costs and serve 40,000

more youngsters. We didn't get anywhere. Over a year ago when

the Congress was considering the Comprehensive Child Care Legis-

lation which the President later vetoed, Governor Rampton and 1

testified that the federal goverraent could not possibly adminis-

ter programs directly from Washington to local communities with-

out such overlapping and waste that hundreds of taousands of

young children would suffer. The response of several of the

more vocal members of the house Select £u- committee on Education

was "but what have the states done in the early childhood field?

Do you come to us with clean hands?' Misplaced as I thought

tneir emphasis was, it was difficult to answer--then.

Now the picture is different and still rapidly changing. At

least nine states have taken major steps in the direction of im-

proving the administration and coordination of programs for the

very young. They are all represented here. California, Florida,

Georgia, Idaho, Massachusetts, Utah, Vermont and West Virginia-

all have set up some form of an Office of Child Development with-

in the last yea,. Tennessee, Washington and Wyoming will consider

steps within the next several months.

A new sophistication in thinking about early childhood ser-

vices is evident in the states. We are no longer talking about

Just kindergarten--or teaching four-year-olds to read to question-

able objective to say the least!). We are concerned with the

total human development of youngsters before they enter the for-

mally established school system--and with the influence of their
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families in the process of development. When the LCS Larly Child-

hood Task Force first began to talk about services to youngsters

at birth--and about programs for expectant mothers--I for one

registered disbelief, reaction, concern about dollars I still

wish we had hard proof cf tne cost benefits of expenditure of

public funds on the very young. It would make the decisions a

lot e'sier. In South Carolina, we did have a study done by

Moody's Investors Associates and Campus Facilities Associates

that linked implementation of a state kindergarten program to

the state's total manpower resources and overall drive for eco-

nomic growth. The report estimated that--in addition to laying

the groundwork for long-range economic development--the effect

of preschool and kindergarten programs would be to reduce the

number of first grade repeaters and result in savings of at least

$2.5 million a year.

It's no secret that there is new controversy brewing about

the benefits of early schooling. There are well-known experts

here tc address the various sides of the issue.

But--it seems to me--that the importance of the early years

is not in question. Most experts agree that a substantial por-

tion of a child's development takes place during the formative

period before he enters first grade. What is at issue is how we

can best enhance that process of development- -and how we can make

the best use of already existing services for young cnildren and

their families--to insure that public funds result dtlectly in

improved programs instead of in administrative costs.

The information exchange and practical analysiu provided by

the confelv.nce will, we hope, benefit the states and, of course,

young children and their families.
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Edward Zigler

IS OUR EVOLVING SOCIAL POLICY FOR CHILDREN
BASED ON FACT OR FICTION?

Dr. Zigler is a nationally recognized scholar in the
tield of psychology and child development. He served

as the first director of HE,'s Office of Child Develop-
ment from 1970 until his resignation in July 1972. Dr.

Zigler joined the faculty at Yale, where he hOW serves,
in 1959 as professor of psychology and assumed the di-
rectorship of Yale's child development center in 1961.
Prior to his appointment as director of OCD, Dr. Zigler
served on the National Steering Committee for Project
Head Start, the National Research Council for Project
Follow Through and the National Research Advisory Board
for the National Association for Retarded Children.

Early childhood education practices have been built upon an

everchanging theoretical edifice. We still do not have all of the

wisdom necessary to totally understand the very intricate and inter-

esting process of child development. Nevertheless, our children

cannot wait for us to discover all there is to know before we

launch critical social action programs in their behalf. What we

must be careful of is that we launch such programs on the basis of

the soundest psychological knowledge and theorizing available to

us. Unfortunately, as I examine our current efforts, I come to the

conclusion that this is not the care. What troubles me is that we

currently appear to be establishing social policy on the basis of a

particular set of hypotheses and hunches that were quite popular 10

years ago but, in my estimation, has proven to be inadequate.

The point of view that still seems to underlie most of our
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social policy efforts is a position advanced in the early '60s.

That point of view I would describe as a naive and overly optimis-

tic environmentalism which emphasized the tremendous plasticity of

the very young child. This position was itself a c-)unterthrust to

the earlier nonsensical position that viewed hereuity and matura-

tion as the end-all of development. Unfortunately, the thinking

in this country concerning child development resembles a pendulum.

We seem to go too far in one direction and then we go too far in

the other direction. In the early '60s workers rejected the

Gesellian tradition and the hereditarian emphasis. We turned in-

stead to'a position which essentially ignored the wholeness and

biological integrity of children and emphasized almost entirely

the plasticity of their cognitive systems. .,,t only was the cogni-

tive system plastic, but this system was a2 `hat seemed to matter

to us. The whole child--his personality, motivation and so forth- -

simply did not concern us very much. While I realize the error in

concentrating too heavily on the cognitive determinants of a child's

behavior, I did find some value in the plasticity position. It was

a healthy antidote to the nonsense of earlier decades. Furthermore,

it gave rise to an optimistic rather than pessimistic view of the

child within which we began seeking and mpunting those programs

which held some promise for optimizing children's development.

Not only the excesses of the plasticity view but the view in

its entirety are now under counterattack. I am convinced that any

kind of ideological excess in our theorizing must give way to an

ideological excess in the opposite direction, and I think we are

beginning to see this happen. now. That is to say, it is my view

that those who are now arguing that a good preschool program hurts

children are being just as nonsensical as those who suggested that,

through some combination of cognitive plasticity and critical
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periods, a preschool program would solve all t.',e problems of the

nonachieving child.

We have all lived through the overoptimism and the overprom-

ises of the naive environmeltalism that I am now criticizing. In

the past 10 years, we have been absolutely deluged will curricula,

programs and gadgetry which, when applied to a child in his early

years, could guarantee normal, if not superior, intelligence. We

acted as though the biolc,gical law of human, variability ',ad been

repealed. In an early compensatory program in New York, we dis-

covered 10-point IQ changes in children. This was picked up by

the newspapers in New York City wit:, a banner headlir3: "Program

Increases Child's IQ One Point Per Mon'h." Everyone was tempted

to send their children to such centers for 30 of 40 months' worth.

We saw, and unfortunately continue to sec., scientists taking their

very early hypotheses to the popular press before they have any

very convincing scientific evidence. I remember a leading spokes-

man for the plasticity position who, in a Reader's Digest art,cle,

gave advice to parents on "How to Raise Your Child's IQ 20 Points."

Headline and book titles went on and on: "Give Your Child a Su-

perior Mind,' "Teach Your Child to Read at Two." Heaven only knows

why a child would want to read at two anyway. There are so many

interesting and important developmental tasks that he should be

tackling instead. The whole idea embraced a strong Lockiz.n point

of view. The young child was an empty organism; and if we could

just plug in this experience and that experience, we could shape

him to become a genius.

Looking back at some of our early formulations about programs,

including Head Start, (which, by the way, I think is a very suc-

cessful progr..m), we made some serious errors which did not emanate

directly from this point of view but are associated with it. In
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these early programs we denigrated popr children by saying that

the mind is plastic and that everybody can and should be smart.

Some children are not intelligent because they have been deprived.

Therefore, if we could 3u3t give these children the right experi-

ences, they can be smart too. How did we determine which children

needed our help? Did we do this on the basis of their capabilities?

No, we simply assumed that if a family had an income of under

$3,900 a year, their children were not bright so we should apply

this new magic we had discovc,red. If a family made $4,100 a year,

their children were bright and did not need our help.

Programs Based on Erroneous Assumptions

We should never allow ourselves to make this mistake again.

We mounted programs on the basis of socioeconomic class, not on

the basis of children's psychological characteristics and capaci-

ties. We acted as though children were homogeneous in terms of

their psychological features. I think that this is an erroneous

assumption to make, especially with young children. We must ap-

preciate individual variation at every socioeconomic class level.

It is easily demonstrated that children of the poor represent

every range within the intellectual dimension. Some are dull,

some are average and some are very bright. It is not impossible

to find children among the poor with IQs of 200.

What then was the theoretical basis for treating poor children

as though they universally suffered from lack of intelligence? The

basis was and still is a model that as never been thought through

adequately, namely, the deprivation model. We began by saying that

the poor suffer from "cultural deprivation," but then it dawned on

someone that it is absolutely impossible for a living, human organ-

ism to suffer from cultural deprivation. Everyone has a culture.

You cannot label someone culturally deprived simply because his

culture is not like yours.
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So we went to the next step and said that the poor suffer

from some kind of sensory deprivations. Although this fit the cog-

nitive theorizing that was going on at the tire, we did not engage

in what I consider sound reasoning or sound experimental work. We

used the loosest form of analogizing and called it theory. What I

am alluding to is the repeated reference to the sensory deprivation

work thine with animals by Hebb, Riesen and others. Briefly, they

found that if an animal is raised under sensorially deprived condi-

tions and then put in a learning situation, he does not learn as

quickly as an animal raised under natural laboratory conditions.

Many quickly assumed that sensory deprivation was the problem with

our poor children; thus, we had to develop programs for them to

make up for this sensory deprivation. This viewpoint was very

widely accepted until we attempted to document the sensory depriva-

tion experienced by ghetto children. When we went into the homes

of ttm poor, we certainly did not encounter sensory deprivation.

Instead, we found the television going, windows open with sounds

coming in from the street, three or four slblings climbing over

each other, and neighbors coming in and out.

This refutation of expection did not slow down those who

would like simple answers to complex problems. Some insisted

that the problem was "too much sensory input." Buried in such

loose explanations is probably a rather sound theoretical construct,

namely optimal sensory input. However, much more experimental

work would have to be done before such a concept could be advanced

as particularly relevant to the problems of children, both poor

and rich, who do not intellectually achieve. Arguing that the

poor child receives too little or too much sensory input is sim-

ply to circumvent the scientific process necessary in order to

give the sensory input factor any real explanatory power.
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Another great injustice we did to poor children was to insist

that their real problem was an intellectual deficiency. What this

meant is that they did not do very well on our tests, be it tests

of concept formation, language ability, Furthermore, we as-

sumed this test performance to be an inexorable readout of the

cognitive system. Since we drew no di',tinction between a child's

performance and his capacity, we conciuded that the basic problem

of poor children was a cognitive deficiency. I nave always felt

that the greatest problem confronC.ng poor children in this coun-

try is not an intellectual deficiL, but a motivational structure

produced by their life experiences, which interferes with their

ability to perform ur to the ccjnitive level that they are capa-

ble of. We must make a clear .iistinction between a cognitive def-

icit and a performance deficit. The need for this distinction is

becoming more and more obvijus. Very recently, workers have found

that the great language deficit of black children vanishes pretty

quickly if one takes the trouble of getting down on the floor with

them with some potato chips and acting like a human being. A year

or so ago, Bruner and Cole demonstrated how cultural factors rather

than cognitive inadequacy can very seriously attenuate children's

performance. My own research has shown that there are probably

10 points of unused IQ in poor children which they simply do not

apply in testing situations, or for that natter in school situa-

tions, because of a variety of motivational factors which inter-

fere with their performance.

Emphasis on IQ Changes Unrealistic

Nonetheless, the most popular position currently remains the

unbridled environmentalism of the '60s. A spokesman for this

position continues tc report findings of IQ changes of over 40

points in one study and over 70 points in another. He
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oltistically views 75 points as the possible variation in an in-

dividual's intelligence test scores. Expecting such IQ increases

strikes me as being unrealistic; we must therefore examine closely

the evidence on which such conclusions are based. They are based

on studies of infants which employed not intelligence quotients

but develoi,mental quotients. These scores involve a variety of

behavioral bench marks observed over the course of development

and incorporated in a variety of infant tests. Many of your are

familiar with how such scores are obtained. Let us assume that

there is a behavioral bench mark that appears in the average child

at the age of six months. If the bench mark behavior and others

like it appear in a child at six months of age, the child receives

a developmental quotient of 100. However, if we intervene in the

life of an infant in such a way as to cause tne oencn mark oe-

havior to appear at three months, the calculation of the develop-

mental quotient will result in a DQ score of 200. In other words,

we have raised the quotient by 100 points. But have we really?

that does it actually mean that six-month behaviors come in at

three months? What is the relationship between this interesting

accelerated appearance of certain bench mark behaviors and the

intelligence of the child during the school years? What is rarely

pointed out is that the relationship between when these bench

Mark behaviors occur in infancy and later intelligence is essen-

tiall) zero. The time when the bench mark behavior comes is unim-

portant as a predictor of later intelligence or an indication that

the child's rate of cognitive development has been changed in a

meaningful fashion.

But we did go through a period of absolute euphoria about

what we could do with young children. There is no question that

Head Start was the Sesame Street of 1965. I remember standing
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next to President Johnson in the Rose Garden at the White House

when he announced that Head Start would be extended from a six-

or eight-week program to a one-year Frogram. To paraphrase him,

he said, "This summer we had 550,000 children in Head Start, and

as a result we will have 550,000 tax-paying citizens. Otherwise

we would have had 550,000 more people on welfare." Did we actually

believe that in just six or eight weeks we could inoculate a child

against the future ravages of deprivation? This is the plasticity

position gone mad: How do you blame presidents or governors or any

decisionmaker responsible to the people? The job was made to ap-

pear so simple fy some experts and the outcome so appealing that

it just had to become part of our social policy.

The euphoria did not last very long. Soon after the first

summer a smattering of reports appeared which took us somewhat

aback. In New York, Wolfe reported finding no lasting IQ effects

as a result of Head Start. We dismissed the Wolfe report by sim-

ply pointing to all of its methodological problems. Yet it is one

thing to say this is a bad study and another to say that the oppo-

site is true and there are long-lasting IQ effects. We were prone

to do that sort of thing. Scientists are human, and we did want

the program to work. But soon we began to get other reports, such

as the Westinghouse Report. It, too, had a lot of methodological

problems, and I was one of its critics. But, clearly, we were not

getting a huge pay-off in terms of intellectual development.

Program Goals Must be Made Explicit

Unfortunately, intellectual development became the goal of

Head Start. Although such an objective was never intended, it is

easy to see how it came about. We never made clear to the nation

what we were trying to do and how we were trying to do it. We let

journalists tell us that we were in the business of raising IQ
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scores. Let this be a lesson. The goals of a program must be

made explicit at the very beginning. If they are not, the prrgram

will be evaluated in terms of goals other than its own. This is

what happened to Head Start. If Head Start is evaluated on the

basis of -the explicit goals of the program when it began--the

health of children, involvement of parents, putting poor people

to work and so on--there is no question that the program was a

success. If evaluated in terms of its ability to raise IQ scores,

the program was much less than a booming success. It is inappro-

priate to assess Head Start that way, but it happened.

After our initial disappointment with Head Start, new analyses

and interpretations appeared. In 1969, Larry Kohlberg wrote that

we were expecting too much of such programs ar. Head Start. Given

the very nature of cognitive development, how much do we really

think it can be changed as a result of a one-year intervention?

Take Piaget seriously. But Piaget has become a Rorschach in this

area; everyone finds in Piaget what they want to. While Kohlberg

was quoting Piaget to show that short-term compensatory programs

had little effect on cognitive development, Hunt was quoting Piaget

to say they would have an effect. As far as I am concerned, Piaget

is neutral on this point. Nonetheless, my view is that Kohlberg's

analysis is very scholarly and should be seriously considered.

Other analyses appeared. Shep White at Harvard concluded

that the cognitive system is not as plastic as we had assumed.

The coup de grace was Bereiter's little-read paper which appeared

in the Johns Hopkins Symposium. Bereiter presented evidence which

led him to the conclusion that it is simply a waste of time to

try and promote cognitive development at the preschool level. We

might as well wait until the child is in the first grade and apply

our effort there. Although some of us may not want to hear that
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sort of thing, we should force ourselves to it least look at what

the other side is saying. I find in Bereitei's I,tier data and a

design for evaluation that we should take mos ser ously.

Finally, OCD commissioned a good friend f early childhood

education, Urie Bronfenbrenner, to critique .fl.1 the programs to

date in terms of how permanent were the cognitive gains they dem-

onstrated after the first year. Bronfenbrenner's paper, which I

assume OCD will have available in the near future, does not pre-

sent an optimistic picture. He points out a fairly simple thing.

It is not as though the intellect is unchangeable or is not plas-

tic, but we must try better and harder than is possible in a one-

year program. He concludes that there may be much greater pay-off

if we were to work with parents rather than with children inasmuch

as parents influence their children for a good number of years.

Certainly, the continuous effort of a parent would outdistance

anything we could realistically expect through a one-year preschool

compensatory program. Bronfenbrenner's analysis is an extremely

provocative one and I advise you to read it.

Every Year in Child's Life Is Magic

Another formulation has become so taken for granted that one

feels ridiculous in questioning it at this stage. But questioning

is in order. The belief is that the first few years of life repre-

sent some magic period during which a child can be inoculated

against any and all negative experiences to follow. I see this

as a questionable formulation, for the simple reason that every

stage, every age, every year in the life of a child is magic and

important. In my estimation, it is wrong to claim that, in regard

to cognitive development, the early years represent a period of

special sensitivity to environmental intervention. What has been

lost is the fact that development, including cognitive development,
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is a continuous process. Such a realization would demand that we

be concerned with both the very early years preceding the preschool

experience and the many years of childhood that follow it. In the

social policy sphere., recognition of this developmental principle

would demand that WE offer special programs for high risk children

at every stage of their development. This would be a large and

expensive commitment for society to make. For this reason, we

still prefer to think that there is some magic period and some

magic gadget to go along with it. Infancy has become the most

recent magic period, as evidenced in the huge amount of work being

done in this area. Everyone is studying ...afancy, as though this

is where the problem lies. This has become one of the ways that

we handled the frustration and disappointment that so many people

found in Head Start. The answer became that we did not intervene

soon enough, that we must reach children when they are younger.

The parent-child centers were started on this kind of reasoning.

A group of experts reinforced our infatuation with infancy.

I remember vividly a picture on the cover of Life magazine of an

infant looking 9p into a visual display. Inside, workers at the

Havlard-MIT complex had allowed journalists to quote them,as

though they had discovered in the first year of life the key to

cognitive development. One important worker in that group found

that if mobiles were placed over a baby's crib, a few responses

or bench marks occurred earlier. Mobiles soon became the rage.

We thought we could solve the problems of this county and the

problems of the child in school, if we could only put a mobile

over every child's crib. I cannot overestimate the anxiety that

this view created. Thank God the poor do not read all of this

nonsense, but unfortunately the middle class does. The middle

class in America represents the most anxious, uptight group of
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parents to be found anywhere in the world. Some seriously believed

they had hurt their children because they had not known about mo-

biles earlier.

Although it is hard to re-examine what we already have accepted,

let's try and start from square one again. The question is simple:

Are the first years of life the years where environmental interven-

tions have their greatest impact? We have all grown up with the

notion, As the twig is bent, so grows the tree." We should inter-

vene in the trly years because they are the base for everything

that comes later. This idea has a certain seductiveness, but where

did it come from? It received considerable impetus with one state-

ment which we are all familiar with: "Half the learning of a child

is over by the age of four." This statement swept the country.

Hearing this, what governor or president or public official respon-

sible for social programs for children would not be highly motivated

to do something in those four years before it is too late?

The statement is simple and appealing, so we failed to question

it. Yet in actuality, we do not know when all cognitive development

is over, so how could we know when half of it is over? I do not

know what the statement means that half the child's learning is over

by the age of four, but I can see where one line of evidence which

produced it comes from. It is based on the intercorrelations be-

tween tests given to a child at various times in his life. When a

child is tested at age six months, and then again at age 10 or 12

years, the correlation between the scores is virtually zero. But

when a child's test scores at age two are correlated with his scores

at age eight or 10, the relationship jumps up to about .50. The

method of predicting a later set of scores from an earlier set (or

the degree that the correlation helps you) is to square the corre-

lation. Squaring the .50 correlation indicates that 25% of the
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variance in the later scores is predictable from the early scores.

Twenty-five per cent is not very much, so we do not (or should not)

take the IQs mf two-year-olds very seriously as predictors of later

intelligence. However, comparing scores attained at about four

years of age with those attained at age eight or 10, the correla-

tion jumps up to about .70. Squaring .70 yields .49, or nearly

50 per cent of the variance predictable from early scores. Thus

we can generate the view that half a person's learning is acquired

by age four. This conclusion does not follow at all. I can make

an equally illogical conclusion from knowing that .70 is also the

correlation between the mid-point of two parents' IQ scores and

their children's scores at maturity. Applying the same logic used

in the earlier statement, I can conclude that half the child's

learning is over before the child is born.

Many Early Changes Guaranteed

The confusion here results from the fact that correlations

do not take into account the nature of development. One develop-

meAtal phenomenon is that the growth curve of children--be it for

physical size, cognitive development, etc.--is a negatively accel-

erated growth curve. Growth is very rapid, then slows down and

levels off. It is true that a lot of changes occur very rapidly

in the first four years of life. But many of these changes are

guaranteed to us not because of experience, but because of matura-

tion. We must respect the fact that we are members of the human

species. This rapid growth takes place over a broad array of ex-

periences in every society and every culture. Just Knowing when

there are rapid changes does not mean this is when environmental

input will have the biggest effect. We must separate those proc-

esses which are under the influence of environmental input from

those which are guaranteed through the biological maturation
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characteristic of our species. The need for such a maturational-

experiential ratio is evident from some of our past mistakes.

For example, we spent years figuring out how to make children

speak. But from Chomsky and others, we learned there is no way

to stop them from speaking! Lenneberg's work on the biology of

language supports this very nicely. At the age of two or three,

children everywhere in the world burst into language regardless

of whether they were raised in the woois of New Guinea or a pent-

house in Manhattan. With this kind of constancy across such a

wide array of environments, we must realize that language begins

as a maturational process. It is one of those rapid changes oc-

curring in the early years, but one which can benefit little from

environmental input.

I find us guilty of another oversight. As we debate the pre-

school education issue, we rely heavily on experimental findings

and overlook the fact that there are natural laboratories all over

the world. Why have we ignored the following phenomena? In

France, children go to school at the age of three. In Norway,

they go to school at the age of seven. I am not convinced that

Norwegians do not do as well in life as the French. The amount

of schooling in the early years does not seem to make that much

difference.

We have based our social policy on the belief that a child

will never recover if he is deprived the proper environmental in-

fluence during his early magic years. One proponent of this view

was Jerry Kagan, an outstanding child psychologist, theorist and

spokesman for continuity in human development. After spending

many months studying children in Guatemala, Dr. Kagan has repudi-

ated his view on the continuity of development which he held most

of his professional life. He found children in Guatemala who had
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done extremely poorly on te2-s in infancy and early life because

of certain culturally bound experiences. These children later

blossomed forth and were perfectly fine cognitive specimens during

their middle childhood years. Here we see that there are stages

at every 12vel of life, and because a child does poorly at one

stage does not necessarily mean he will do poorly at the next.

Kagan saw in Guatemala children who had already flunked one stage,

but this failure did not have such a negative impact on them. In

many ways, this is an optimistic finding which should lead us to

reject the notion that if we do not intervene early enough, the

child is lost to us.

Preschool Appeal Based on Theorizing

All of this leads me to what I have been building up to.

There seems to be a movement afoot in this nation to institute uni-

versal preschool education. I believe that tnis appeal, this de-

sire, this "hrust is based upon the theorizing I have been criti-

cizing. It is incumbent on the proponents of this movement to

state clearly what the goals of such social policy would be. In

the absence of any explicit statement, we can only deduce their

intentions. : think the implicit goal is pretty obvious--if we

just had the child one year earlier, when there is such great plas-

ticity and sensitivity to environmental inputs, the schools would

be helped with their problem of the nonlearner. I think that this

kind of a view is unrealistic, especially if we take Christopher

Jencks' findings seriously. If the vast variations within our pres-

ent 12 years of schooling have as Little effect as Jencks has re-

ported, how is one more year at the bottom going to help? It is

my view that people are wrong to expect preschool education to

drastically reduce school failure. Perhaps I am being more of a

devil's advocate than I should be, but let me state my case broadly
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so it cav, be countered. I believe that universal preschool educa-

tion, a year of school for every child before kindergarten, will

not make any dent in the real problems of schools.

I want to be clear on this point, because I am not against

early childhood education. Preschool education has recently come

under attack as being harmful to children; it is my view that this

position is as nonsensical as the view that preschool education

will make America a heaven on earth. What we are seeing is what

I mentioned earlier--when there are excesses in thought, they en-

gender excesses in thought in the opposite direction. I have

looked at the evidence on both sides as to what the harm might be

in preschool education. Obviously, a child might be harmed if he

goes to a bad rarsery school. But by the same token, a child who

does not go to nursery school might also be harmed by bad experi-

ences. As long as we are dealing with children beyonu he age of

three, I find no convincing evidence to support the general conclu-

sion that early childhood education is harmful. If this were the

case, people who are supposedly knowledgeable about ch:ld develop-

ment--pediatricians, child psychologists, child psychiatrists- -

would not send their children to nursery school. Yet I am sure

that most of them do. We may not believe the theoretical positions

we communicate to one another concerning children in the abstract,

but we are careful about our own children.

If we stz.rt universal preschool education, I think there will

be some gains, but not of the sort that taxpayers will expect.

The biggest gains will probably be three in number: (1) Mothers

will get some respite from the tough task of mothering. This may

very well improve the quality of their mothering during the time

they spend with their children. (2) Children will get something

of a head start in their social interaction skills. However, this
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head start should vanish by the time the child is in the third

grade, when most children are fairly well socialized. (3) If the

preschool programs are good, they will improve the quality of the

lives of children in this country. I think that a child in a good

nursery school tends to be happy and has interesting experiences.

His life is enriched, and that is not a small matter to me. The

correct attitude toward preschool, especially with respect to

middle-class children, should be very much like the attitude we

have toward giving our children music lessons. By that I mean the

lives of our children are made fuller and more interesting, but

this does not necessarily have much to do with their playing in

Carnegie Hall. Many middle-class parents shop around for nursery

schools the same way they shop around for colleges, because the

school is supposed to be that first step toward a long path to

success.

Some Reservations About Preschool

I do have some reservations about preschool education. The

first and most important one is the basic question of cost. Pre-

school programs have a low pupil/teacher ratio and are therefore

expensive. If this society had an of the money in the world, a

voluntary universal preschool program would be to my liking. It

would create one m e choice or possibility to offer our children.

But unfortunately, we do not have all of the money in the world.

The construction of good social policy involves choosing among

alternatives and establishing priorities. When I think of all the

problems of children in this country and all the pr,--)lems of the

schools, one more year of early education does not seem terribly

important. It should not be a high priority.

Planners of universal preschool say it will be voluntary. I

can tell you right now what is going to happen in a voluntary
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program. More middle-class than lower-class children will be herded

into the progrEn, for the simple reason that middle-class parents

are tremendously anxious that their children have every benefit.

If decisionmakers and superintendents think something is good for

children, middle-class parents want their children to have it.

Why must we always rediscover the wheel? In my estimation, we

have gone the full route in assessing the value of preschool educa-

tion for middle-class children. There were several studies conduc-

ted in the '30s and '40s which few people note any more. The

evidence seems clear that middle-class children who attend nursery

school show no cognitive superiority over those who do not attend.

Even after one year, the only gain found for the nursery school

goers was a small acceleration in social skills. This research

shows that by the time the child is in the second or third grade,

even this little bit of difference disappears.

Another problem with the universal preschool is that plans are

to incorporate it into the present educational establishment.

Frankly, I am not overly impressed with the track record of our

schools. I am not sure that if we allow them to take on he task

of early childhood education, that they will do a very good job

with it. For one thing, we have a surplus of teachers. I am very

concerned that if we give schools the lob of teaching four-year-olds,

they will employ the surplus third- or sixth-grade teachers. While

this might relieve the unemployment crisis, it will not provide the

expertise needed in the early childhood field. I am also concerned

that the schools may try and get away with simply adding some mor-.

of the same. That is, the easiest thing to do is aad something at

the top or at the bottom without changing the established system or

practices. I think that it is necessary in American schools for

children to optimize themselves, and that concept involves a much
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more radical change in the nature of schools. I am convinced that

our schools can do what they are presently charged to do better.

Our money would be better spent in changing the character and

quality of the first three grades. This change would probably be

more effective and, interestingly enough, less costly than pre-

school education.

Family Is Greatest Influence in Child Development

The change in the nature of schools must be built upon what

is clear to all of us--the family, not the school, has the great-

est influence on the development of children. Three hours in nurs-

ery school or five or six hours in a school day clearly cannot have

the impact of home life in determining what the child is to become.

Schools must quit ignoring this fact and begin developing systems

of true school-family cooperation in the education of children.

I propose that such cooperation begin long before a child is of

school age. There are a lot of things going on in the first few

years of life which our schools should direct themselves to. Why

wait for a child to come to school at age five with less of a brain

than he should have because of protein deficiency he experienced in

utero? We must appreciate that education is a developmental phe-

nomenon. If we really want to help children, we must start with

pregnant mothers. What we have learned in Home Start and other

experimental programs should be incorporated into a program to

help parents in their role as parents. Such a program would in-

volve periodic visits to parents and parents rather than children

comint to the school during thqir children's preschool years.

There are many things that we can do in the first five years of

life to hel. the child through his family. The result would be a

continuous support system for the child in the home and in the

school--a real pr.rtnership.
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I think that there is a place in America for preschool educa-

tion, a place that would justify its costs. Tax supported, pre-

school education should be limited to those children who could

clearly profit from such a program. What is required is not a

shotgun approach but an individualized approach. Even the rough

screening procedures that we ncv have at our disposal are suffi-

cient for the bulk of the task I have in mind. What happens in

this nation that should not be allowed to happen is that many

children are lost between the time they leave the hospital as new-

borns and the time they enter school. If we can develop the

parent-school partnership which I have been suggesting, very early

in the child's life, children will not be lost. Through home

visits and the voiced concerns of parents, we could identify those

children who could profit by training or a group experience Prior

to the normal entry into school. I am thinking here of handi-

capped children, bilingual children and children whose homes are

of such a nature that the child and parents could profit by the

child having a preschool nursery experience. Do nt.t let this last

category confuse you. I am not speaking here only of the homes of

the poor. We have stigmatized the poor too long and have construc-

ted less than optimal children's programs on *he fallacious kelief

that the children of the poor are universally in need of preschool

programs, while more affluent children have absolutely no need for

them. It is not a parent's income that should determine the value

of a preschool experience; it is rather the needs of the child.

The handicapped child, the bilingual child and even the child from

a disorganized home is not to be found only in one socioeconomic

class. By organizing programs around the needs of an children

rather than around the incomes of their parents, we will be able

to target our efforts more effectively while at the same time being
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in a position to produce benefits commensurate with costs.

In :onclusion, then, we cannot continue to construct social

policy for children's programs on the basis of extremely tentative

if not downright questionable psychological theorizing. I think

that it is time to analyze closely what the problems of children

are, whit knowledge we really have, what monies are at our disposal

and how the various institutions of our society--families, schools,

churches, community centers and organizations and industry--can

cooperate in trying to meet the needs of the children in our coun-

try in the most effective manner.
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Wilson Riles

STATE RESPONSIBILITY AND SERVICES
FGR THE YOUNG CHILD

Dr. Riles iegan his career in education as a teacher in
one-room schoolhouse on an Apache Indian reservation. He
went on to become chairman of President Nixor's 59-member
Task Fcrce on Urban Education and then was elected in 1°71
as California's superintendent of puLlic instruction. in

between, he taught and administered in 1,1.11,11c school sys-

tems in Arizona, served in Los Anaeles as regional execu-
tive secretary of a religious orgaLizatior and held the
positions of associate and deputy superintendent in the
California State Department of Education.

Last Monday (December 4, 1972), Governor Reagan signed our

early childhood education bill in the amount of $25 million with

540 million for expansion next year. How did we approach this

politically? How do we get things done? As state superirtendent

of public instruction, I view my position as one of implementing

programs. We have enough intellectuals and practitioners to de-

bate ideas and do the research. I provide leadership for local

districts to get the job done once a policy decision has been

made to do it.

California is one of tle 20 or so states where the state

superintendent is elected. s a nonpartisan office. In run-

ning for office, I listed a number of things that I would try to

do if elected.

Among my proposals was early childhood education. I came to

that position on the basis of my own experience and reading and



in recognition of the deterioration of the California school sys-

tem. It seemed to me that if you are going to restructure a sys-

tem, if you are going to do things to result in better learning

for children, you have to begin somewhere. And it seemed logical

to begin at the beginning. I was also disturbed about the fact

that for many years we have had an upside-down pyramid in support

of primary grades. No one questions a ratio of five students to

one faculty member at the university research level. But a 40-to-1

ratio seemed acceptable at the first, second and third grade levels.

So I felt that without taking away from universities, high schools

and colleges, we should broaden the skimpy resource level in the

early grades.

My approach was this: to ask 25 of some of the most knowl-

edgeable people in the area in California to form a task force and

develop a proposal for early education. I didn't have any money.

So I lust simply said, come up to Sacramento at your own expense

because I need your help. I couldn't have afforded some of the

people, but they camepediatricians, child specialists, parents,

teachers, administrators. I said to them: "I don't want you to

conduct a study. We have enough studies. I want you to pull to-

gether whatever is necessary and within six months I want you to

lay a report before me that I can implement." And I said "Let's

presume that there are no programs in California for preschool,

first, second, third grades at all. Design a program to assure

that by the end of the third grade or by the time a child was

eight years old, he would have mastered the basic skills; he would

be excited about learning and would not have been turned off by

the system."

When they got under way, there were a few who talked about

what was wrong; but we said we want to know what we should do.

By the time they had finished the report, th.-ty were so enthusiastic
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they said to me and the State Board of Education, "We are going

to sell this program to the people of the state of California.

We want you to join us."

My role was to take this to my staff for implementation. I

have come to know that, no matter how great the idea, if you don't

put as much time into implementing the program, you're not going

to make it. Often we in education have talked in platitudes and

then have been naive about getting programs implemented. I believe

in accountability. Those of us at a leadership level must be ac-

countable for getting things done and not in talking about what

should be done.

The task force said that its research showed that we shoull

begin at earlier than four years, at three or two years. I had

to say at that point that I just didn't think at this moment in

history we can go that far. If we can move back one year, that's

something concrete. And that is how we got under way.

The California Program

Let me describe what the program is all about. The main

thrust is to restructure, to renew, the primary grades; to open

up the system; to bring in all of the techniques that we have ob-

served and that we know work. In California, kindergarten is an

option which more than 80 per cent of the people exercise. We

want to make preschool programs for four-year-olds optional for

everyone. That's what's in the bill, except that we are delaying

the implementation of the four-year-old program.

It is very difficult to explain restructuring a program but

everyone relates immediately when you talk about four-year-olds.

The press picked up Wilson Riles' four-year-old program. They

didn't mention the other. Soon after we got under way, people

began raising questions. We had a full spectrum. Some felt this
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was a scheme by Wilson Riles to set up a program to brainwash

children. Some drew the image of educators tearing babes from

mothers' breasts. None of that was in the proposal, but we had

to respond to it.

There are a few preschool programs for poor people. You

have to be on welfare or at the bottom of the economic ladder to

qualify. We don't reach a fraction of those in that category.

At the other end of the scale, the affluent, the rich, have pre-

school programs for their youngsters. As a matter of fact, I don't

know one affluent person with preschool youngsters who does not

have them in private nursery schools. I think its about time

that the family which is neither rich nor poor has some options.

Why didn't we start with the four-year-olds? Someone raised

the question: If you are really restructuring K through 3, why

put four-year-olds in the system before you have accomplished

that? That made sense. We are not talking in California about

mowing down what we already have. We are talking about develop-

ing something new and exciting. We are going to develop it, and

then we'll go back to the legislature for funding of the four-year-

old part.

But what does it do? We expect, at the end of the third grade,

sufficient command of the basic skills in reading, language and

arithmetic so children will succeed in school.

That doesn't mean teaching four-year-olds to read. There

ought to be a readiness program for those who aren't ready. And

it doesn't mean making a child who is already reading wait until

someone else is ready. We are talking about individualizing the

program. The program will involve continuous progress of each

youngster moving along at his own rate. It would provide for more

adults in the classroom to help the teacher insure that the child
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gets personalized help when he needs it. Parents, aides, volun-

teers, older students, grandparents, will become a part of the

classroom experience. We are going to lower the adult to pupil

ratio from I0 -to-1 to 10-to-1.

It would strengthen the family by closer home ties with the

school. We don't want to take anyone away from nis parents. We

want to have parents involved in the learning experiences of their

children. Parent education programs will be provided.

No plan will be accepted and no programs funded unless the

parents as well as the teachers are involved in the planning of

the program. I am not talking about conflict such as that gener-

ated in many of the economic opportunity programs. We are talking

about working together as a team for the child.

We are going to give school districts freedom and flexibility

to create programs specifically designed to meet local needs. If

you believe in accountability, you can't prescribe everything. So

my approach on this is to say the state requires you to set some

goals. We want to know what those goals are. We are going to

fight to see that you get resources. We have suggestions for you,

but you must plan and execute it, and you must be accountable for

the results. I think it is the most revolutionary program in our

state.

We didn't ask for enough money to put this under way in every

school district. That would have been asking too much. We are

phasing this in with 12.5 per cent of the eligible children in

each district. It will be funded next year. Then we will phase

in another part and another. This gives time then for a local

district to pull out its personnel to work in this kind of mode.

All teachers cannot manage aides and volunteers.

Principals become the key because they are the managers at

the school level. We have over the years just doled out money.
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But if the goals are not met in this proposal, we won't give any

money for expansion. This is the difference.

Implementing the Proposal

Once we got the proposal ready and determined how much m ney

it would take, I designed my implementation approach. It helped

that I was a nonpartisan elected official. I could talk to both

sides of the aisle in the state legislature. I sold it to the

legislature. I tried to pick people to carry the bill or sponsor

it who had a track record. That's the first thing. You have to

consider who can get the job done. This may seem elementary to

you. I wouldn't be mentioning it except that so often in educa-

tion it is not done.

Elected officials respcnd to their constituencies. It may be

a beautiful program, but if legislators don't see that they are

going to get support, they're not going to get enthusiastic about

it.' That's where we came in. We did two things. We did not over-

look a single educational organization: teachers, administrators,

school board associations and so on. We involved them in the

planning. Secondly, I called people personally, many of them

parents. Educate people, pass the literature out, talk to them

so they understand what it is all about--that's how to generate

public and legislative support.

Getting it through the legislature is only one step--a major

step, but legislation has to be signed. And we have a governor

who is not noted for being loose with a dollar. But I personally

went to him occasionally and talked to him about it. He under-

stands accountability. He understood that it was a design to get

maximum use of the dollar.

I thought it would be signed, but I am never sure. So when

I got that call that the bill had been signed, I was relieved.
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What other problems do vou have to look for? Oddly enough,

some prescho31 and Head Start teachers were threatened by this

type of approach. Although they worked for the program, they be-

gan to back away, saying, "I'm not sure first grade teachers

would know how to do it the way we are doing it." People some-

times have stakes in what is the status quo. They may vocalize

04 change, but they may be afraid.

This program has done something else. It has signaled to us

in California that beating on the schools is over. The citizens

defeated proposition No. 14, which would have been a disaster for

schools, two-to-one. They came right back in support of a bill,

SB 90, that brought over $300 million into the public schools,

the most at any one time in the history of the state. And, of

course, along with childhood education came another $25 million

to $40 million. In our state, at least, I think we have come to a

turning point where the people are willing to pay for education

if they believe it is going to be good and they are going to get

their money's worth. No longer can we in the schools say we don't

have money to do what we want. The burden is on our backs. I

don't intend to see us fail.

Paraphrasing from John Gardner's "No Lasy Victory," the fu-

ture never looked brighter, nor the problems greater. And anyone

who is not challenged by both of those statements is too tired to

be of any use to us in the days ahead.
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Panel Discussion

SETTING PROGRAM PPIORITIES

MODERATOR: John Niemeyer, President, Pink
Street College

Cone Hensley, Director, ECS Handi-
capped Children's Education
Project

'here are seven million handicapped children from infancy

through 19 years of age. Most programs to ....te have emphasized

the elementary and secondary years, although there is now more

interest in preschool programs for the handicapped.

The main issues at this time seem to be legal decisions on

the right of handicapped children to education and the financing

of education for the handicapped.

Educational programs for the handicapped must, as far as

possible, include the principle of "mainstreaming," that is,

providing services within the framework of a regular school pro-

gram.
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Raymond Moore, Chief Executive
Officer, Hewitt Foundation

There is a significant difference between didactic, tradi-

tional pedagogic methods of teaching (preschool education) and

child development programs. Dr. Moore's focus has been on pre-

school education.

The earlier a child goes to school, the le: he cares for it;

research supports that statement. Research should be used as a

basis for policy making. While Bloom's findings are widely

quoted, the findings are questionable and do not address the

question of attachment to the mother.

It is likely that many state planners and others interested

in early childhood education have misunderstood or misestimated

the concerns of their constituents. Replies to the Harper's

article The Dangers of Early Schooling" indicate that school

administrators overwhelmingly oppose general preschool programs.

Glen Nimnicht, Associate Laboratory
Director, Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and
Development

In his opening address Dr. Zigler outlined many doubts with

which Dr. Nimnicht agrees. Early childhood advocates are in many

ways their own worst enemies and practically invited Raymond

Moore's article--that is, a popular article to raise serious

questions.

Some observations:

1) If we are to design prc._:rams for four-year-olds,
we should do so for the purpose of providing a
nice experience for the child rather than justify-
ing it on the basis of how it helps the child by
the time he reaches college age.

2) Day care is an absolute necessity. There is no
reason to debate the pros and cons of day care.
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3) Early childhood programs must not be a simple
extension of the current educational programs
one year downward.

4) Accountabil y must not be based on test results,
but, rather, on the school's accountabiliti to its
clients, the children and the parents.

5) First priorities are to ensure that no pregnant
mother suffers a deficient diet and that no child
is undernourished.

Eurtcn White, Pre-School Project
Director, Harvard Graduate School
of Education

Six assumptions underlying Dr. White's approach are:

1) Children are learnirg from 0-6 years of age.

2) In part, what they learn in the early years, de-
termines how they will do later in life.

3) The 2,chools' role in this has been overemphasized.

4) The narents' role has been underemphasized.

5) Developmental disabilities begin to appear at the
end of the child's second year.

6) Schools do not know what is happening to children
until they are six years o".. .

Recommended, as a result:

1) Monitoring by the school of the educational develop-
ment of young children;

2) Early detection programs to diagnose physical prob-
lems in young children;

3) Examining the idea of when to spend money on educa-
tion--possibly we should be spending our funds on
tf-: years from 0 to 6 rather than from 6 to 18.
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Stephen Kurzman

EFFECT OF REVENLY- SEARING AND OTHER
FEDERAL LI.GISLATION ON STATE

EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS

As assistant secretary for legislation for the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, Stephen Kurzman
is the principal adviser to the Secretary of HEW on
legislative matters and the chief liaison between the
Department and the Congress. Mr. Kurzman has served
as minority counsel to the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare and as legislative assistant and
counsel to Senator Jacob Javits of New York. In addi-
tion, he has been consultant to the House of Represent-
atives Republican Task Force on Urban Affairs, special
coons,. to the Urban Coalition Action Council and con-
sultant to the 1970 White House Conference on Chidlren
and Youth.

The federal government has made great investments in the early

childhood fieid through such programs as Title IV-A and the Work

Incentive Program of the Social Security Act, the migrant seasonal

farm workers program under Title III-B of the Economic Opportunity

Act and Head Start. A conservative estimate of the total spent for

child care and child development is about $1.2 billion. The total

would be higher if related programs, such as maternal and child

healtn, were included.

The fundamental question now is what should be the role of the

federal government in child care in relation to other sectors:

state and local governments and the private sector? HEW has with-

in its jurisdiction many vulnerable populations, such as the aged

and disabled, in addition to the very young. The present system



has resulted in a myriad of uncoordinated programs with separate

sets of regulations, guidelines and application forms. And each

program competes at the state, local and federal levels with all

other service providers and vulnerable groups.

The view of the present administration is that this present

system does not work. But there is very little that can be done

to change the system administratively without changing the laws.

Therefore, Congress has been asked for two authorities which are

greatly needed. In the first place, special revenue sharing in

education is proposed. This bill would give education the same

amount of money which would be spent under 3? iormal grant pro-

grams which would be combine, to five large categories. The

five areas are: r-lucation for the disadvantaged, education for

the ha.ldicapped, vocational education, impact aid and support

services.

Secondly, we are proposing the Allied Services Act which will

be aimed to induce states to divide up into service areas with the

cooperation of officials of special purpose government at the

county and city levels. Specific federal human service programs

(perhaps four) would be combined to insure that a person or family

with more than one need can get all needs met at the same time.

Incentives proposed for inclusion in the bill include authority to

waive technical and administrative requirements in order to put

different programs together and limited authority to transfer

funds to allow some discretion to change the distribution formulas.

Allied Services is aimed toward bringing about integration

and consolidation of services at the delivery end. Special reve-

nue sharing is designed to bring about the same sort of consolida-

tion at the federal end. Both have to be done. But even if spe-

cial Leenue sharing were Lot adopted, there would be great need
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for the Allied Services concept.

The next move is in the hands of state and local governments,

particularly with this new infusion of general revenue sharing

funds. States and localities know best how to distribute these

funds in order to meet the many competing needs.
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Case Study

ASSESSING NEEDS

Richard Ray, Executive Director,
Learning Institute of North
Carolina

The Learning Institute of North Carolina (LINC) is a catalyst

for research for child development. The LINC staff is defining

the problems of child development in North Carolina--outside the

public education system--in a planning document.

The document is based on two major assumptions: (1) states

bear constitutional responsibility for the care of children; (2)

if states do not like the philosophy implicit in federal guide-

lines, they should not take federal money.

The statewide assessment of child care is being conducted with

grants from the Z. Smith Reynolds and Mary Reynolds Babcock founda-

tions. The survey will be conducted on a county-by-county approach

in the state's 100 counties. The county reports will in most cases

be organized along U.S. Census tracts, so statistics from the 1970

U.S. Census can supplement information gathered in interviews.

Child care services are divided into four categories: (1) day care

centers (six or more children enrolled four hours or more a day),

(2) day care homes (two to five children at a nonrelative's home

four or more hours a day), (3) nursery schools (children under five
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attending less than four hours a day) and (4) Kindergartens (five-

year-olds attending less than four hours a day).

LINC staff has formed a group called "The Children's 100,"

made up of representatives of all backgrounds and interests, to

act as advocates for children. The group uses the Public Broad-

casting System to educate the public.

Howard Schrag, Director, Idaho
Office of Child Development

The Idaho Office of Child Development was brought into exist-

ence through an executive order issued by Governor Cecil Andrus in

Novemler 1971. The Office itself is a result of commitment from

both the HEW Region X Office of Child Development and the Idaho

State Interdepartmental Committee on Children and Youth. The need

for the office was largely noted when the Interdepartmental Com-

mittee attempted to acquire information concerning children (ages

C-6) in the state. A subcommittee of the Interdepartmental Com-

mittee ultimately concluded that, although the needs could be

somewhat defined, how well they were being met or what services

were being provided to meet them were unknown.

As a result of this finding, the major objectives of the

Idaho Office of Child Development are to assess the needs of chil-

dren 0-6 in the state, assess the services being provided, find

existing gaps and duplications in programs, make an extensive

fiscal evaluation of state and federal program funds and establish

state priorities.

With these objectives in mind the IOCD has become involved in

five major activities. The first, now completed, is an Agency

Service Earvey. This survey documents the services now being pro-

vided to children ages 0-6 in the state by both public and private
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agencies offering early screening and diagnosis, etc. The second

major undertaking of the IOCD is a Clientele Survey t_ evaluate

the services both needed and being received by children ages 1-6.

A sample of over a thousarl children has been drawn at random.

Need areas such as housing, economics, safety, developmental skill

level, nutrition, child care arrangements and health are the major

components of the survey.

The third major survey was conducted in conjunction with the

Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education and the Univer-

sity of Washington School of Medicine. The survey concerned it-

self both with consumer and vendor cervices in the prenatal, peri-

natal and postnatal areas. A report of its findings will be

issued to WICHE in late December or early January 1973.

The fourth major undertaking is to obtain community input

concerning residents' views and evaluation of needs for children

as they see them in their community. This is being done under the

auspices of a 4-C grant received from the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare in Washingtor, D.C. Speak-outs, the major

vehicle for obtaining information, are being held II the major

plannir7 areas throughout the state in order to provide adequate

input from the various planning regions. In addition, the regions

are anticipated to continue the organization of an advocate system

for children.

The fifth major undertaking is a review of the literature

extending from preconception through six years of age which will

form the rationale and basis for further planning and program

development of children's services in the state.

While the Office is relatively new, we are now beginning to

evaluate the results of the initial Agency Service Survey. We

have noted two major concerns. The first 's program egocentrism--
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that is, each program or each agency delivering various programs

tends to view its programs in operation as central to the needs

and concerns of the community with all other programs being ancil-

lary or virtually nonexistent. The second finding is that coord-

ination between programs is virtually nonexistent. In the various

communities quite frequently one program director does not know

what other program directors in the same community are doing.

From the results of this survey we have compiled a Directory

of Services for Children and Youth in the state of Idaho.

Major problems encountered in completing the survey included:

several agencies could not state their program goals or objectives,

few agencies (both public and private) had even minimal data such

as head counts and a format for appropriate analysis of the data

interfacing it with consumer needs was not available.

Problems encountered during the prenatal, perinatal and post-

natal survey included: lack of standards against which to measure

quality and quantity of service, inadequate records and summation

of medical records and lack of pre-existing knowledge concerning

consumer need and util,zation.

It is now anticipated that the final report to Governor Andrus

should be available in May 1973. It will incorporate results of

the three surveys, other existing data, input from the speak-outs

and relevant information from the literature review. The comple-

tion of the data gathering effort should lead into another phase

of operations. The data will supply part of the basis for the

development of a battery of social indicators for children in

Idaho. Once the indicators have been identified, they will be

repeatedly measured to observe trends and provide management infor-

mation for the allocation of resources. Hence they will become

part of the basis for state planning.
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Jeannette Watson, Director, Texas
Office of Early Childhood
Development

One objective of the Texas Office of Early Childhood Develop-

ment for fiscal 1973 is to develop a plan for a statewide compre-

hensive early childhood development program. The plan will be

sensitive to and based upon information and assessment of child

and family conditions and needs throughout the state.

Thus a principal function of the Office is to provide leader-

sh3 , in assessing the needs of young children in the state, in

developing programs to meet the needs of all young children and in

coordinating programs and ancillary services to produce the most

effective delivery of services responsive to children and their

families' needs. Effective and realistic planning and coordinative

efforts are obstructed, however, by currentls, severe informational

deficiencies. There exists no comprehensive information concerning

the condition of children throughout the state, the needs of chil-

dren throughout the state and the extent to which those needs are

being met by families, communities, volunteer agencies and organi-

zations or state or fede'al programs.

The Office will, therefore, in consultation and collaboration

with the Council on Early Childhood Development, the State Coord-

inating Committee on Early Childhood Development and other appro-

priate entities, develop a program for the delivery of comprehen-

sive and coordinated early childhood development and family

services. An instrumental phase in this process will be the plan-

ning, development and completion of a statewide needs assessment

and information system.

Our strategy includes five steps:

1) With outside and interagency consultation, prepare a
preliminary design for a statewide comprehensive
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early childhood program;

2) With outside and interagency consultation, prepare
a needs assessment design;

3) With outside and interagency consultation and con-
tract assistance, begin implementation of needs
assessment;

4) With outside and interagency consultation, complete
preparation of information system design; and

5) With outside, interagency and consumer consultation,
complete preparation of a statewide comprehensive
early childhood development program plan.

We hope that the first assessment results will be available by the

fall of 1973.
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Case Study

LEGISLATION

Constance Cook, Member, New York
State Assembly

Glenn Davis, Program Manager, Early
Childhood Education, California
Department of Education

David Liederman, Director, Massa-
chusetts Office for Children

Tom Neal, Assistant Director, ECS
Early Childhood Project

The purpose of the discussion on state legislation was to pro-

vide conference participants with an opportunity to become familiar

with the experiences of several states where legislation to estab-

lish a state office of child development, or its equivalent, has

been considered.

Constance Cook introduced legislation in March 1971 which

would have created an office for family and children. Mrs. Cook

outlined the difficulties she had faced in working for children's

legislation in the New York legislature. Her bill, the forerunner

of similar legislation in other states, was not enacted by the

Assembly.

Glenn Davis outlined the details of California's legislation
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(subsequently enacted) which provides for the restructuring of

grades K-3, community involvement in developing plans to restruc-

ture the primary grades, the involvement of parents in the formal

education of their children, the evaluation of programs and an

appropriation of $25 million in additional funds for the program.

As in,roduced, the legislation would have lowered the entry aye,

on a voluntary basis, to four years of age. A legislative decision

on the inclusion of four-year-olds was deferred for two years.

David Liederman was a member of the Massachusetts legislature

in 1972 when the bill creating an Office for Children in the

Executive Agency of Human Services was enacted. He was appointed

by Governor Francis Sargent as the first director of the new

office. Liederman explained how the Massachusetts legislature-

almost by accidentcreated an extremely strong Office for Chil-

dren. Among the major duties of the Office are responsibility

for day care, budget review of all children's programs in the

state (including welfare), licensing children's centers and making

sure that all children's centers have parent councils which will

help build a vocal constituency for children.

Following comments on the experiences of specific states in

attempting to enact early childhood legislation, Tom Neal outlined

the development of suggested legislation for establishing a state

office of early childhood development which was drafted by the

ECS Early Childhood Task Force. The suggested legislation proposed

by the Task Force is patterned on bills which have been considered

in several states. He suggested that it is adaptable for use in

any state where legislators are seriously concerned about provid-

ing an administrative mechanism within the executive branch to

plan comprehensive early childhood development programs and to

coordinate the delivery of serv_ rIvolved in such programs.
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Case Study

ALTERNATIVE STATE STRUCTURES

Delbert Biggins, Coordinator of
Elementary Education, Utah
Board of Education

The Office of Child Development in Utah is in its infancy.

Given the proper nurture, guidance and tender loving care, it

will develop into a vigorous, healthy and active office.

There are several alternatives for states to establish gov-

ernance of programs of child development. Governor Calvin Rampton

elected to assign the leadership for the establishment of the

Office of Child Development to he state board of education. In

this arrangement, the state board will become the overall policy

body for the Office of Child Development. It is anticipated that

a state 4-C Council would become an advisory body to the OCD.

Representatives of agencies, institutions, organizations and

"consumer" groups--that is, the parents and groups representing

parents--would form this advisory body.

T11.2 key word in OCD is development. Even though leadership

is vestcd with the state board, education will be only one facet

of the total. Other agencies will provide other services as they

do now--division of f&lily services, division of health, division-

of mental health and others--!ach delivering the service it can

best deliver. The heads of three agencies will probably serve



on a policy-coordinating steering committee to recommend policy

to the state board of education.

One of the major problems has been understanding what an

OCD is and what functions it would perform. Closely related to

this problem is that of identifying the groups to be involved

in the establishment of an OCD. As an ad hoc committee began

meeting under the leadership of Dr. Lerue Winget, deputy super-

intendent of instruction services, state board of education, it

became evident that honest communication and understanding of

roles, functions, hopes and aspirations is the key to establish-

ing a working basis on lAllich an OCD is dependent.

Another problem which will require careful planning is get-

ting involvement and Input from groups other than official state

agencies. Among such groups are the Ut, Day Care Association,

Utah Professional Family Day Care Association, CAP, Head Start,

professional org-nizations such as Utah Medical Association, Utah

Dental Association, P.T.A., c' Ales and the "consumer" groups,

or .1-C if you will.

In a September meeting of a large representative group of

Utah state agency, Education Commission of the States (Sally

Allen), and Region VIII HEW officials, it was determined that

these groups should be involved early. It was also agreed that

to make sure this involvement would be most effective ana worth-

while, something should first be drafted that could be considered.

It became evident that many services are already being provided.

The initial meeting was to explore some common concerns and to

begin to talk and plan together.

Several subsequent meetings have been held in which the

agency representatives have establis,led a good working relation-

ship. Several staff members--one from division of family services,
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one from division of health, one from division of mental health,

one from the state planning coordinator's office and three from

education--have been cleared to spend up to one-half time in the

development of a comprehensive plan for the establishment of an

OCR. Also, a second person from family services has agreed to

meet with the group as he can assist. This 'staff" is in its

second week of planning. Of c..ncern to this staff is early com-

munication with and early involvement of a wider group. Febru-

ary 1, 1973 is the target date for having a proposed 0'_.J plan

completed.

Communication with all concerned in early childhood devel-

opment still looms high as the No. 1 problem. People need to

know wnat is going on and have opportunity for input in order to

build understanding and to avoid suspicion. Certainly it will

take understanding, support and cooperation of everyone for

Utah's Office of Child Development to succeed.

Very close to communication as a major problem is tnat of

resources which are not now in sight. Certainly the encourage-

ment a:A help of Sally Allen of the Education Commission of the

States and of Region VIII HEW personnel have been excellent

resources. But back home, financial and human resources must

be identified and tapped to continue down the road to full imple-

mentation of an Office of Child Development in Utari.

There are several other concerns. We feel that it is impor-

tant t, protect the authority and responsibility of each agency

while at the same time a coordination of .ervices is being

achieved. Related to this, when cooperation isn't enough, we

need to build into the plan a means of working out problems, or

in other words, providing the office "clout."
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Concurrent with the planning effort must Le a needs assess-

ment. We see this as being a three stop effort: (1) a quick

survey of services available and delivered; (2) an attitudinal

survey of parents and patrons about earl' childhood development,

Ina (3) an ongoing essessment to detect chances as the OCD con-

tinues to function.

At the present time it is possible to Jd(in_ify many mur_2

problems than solutions. We will continue to v.ork toward

solutions.

John Pimelrick, Director, West Vir-
ginia Interagency Council for
Child Development Services

Real progress in providing early education and child devel-

opment programs for West Virginia's children began in the fall

of 1969 with a small (approximately $37,000) planning grant from

the Appalachian Regional Commission. This grant was utilized to

develop plans for a series of seven Regional Early Childhood Edu-

cation Demonstration Centers. The Regional Demonstration Center

programs had four components. planning and evaluation, learning

units, staff development and training and auxiliary services.

These components spoke directly to the needs of a state with

no snecific planning being done in early education, no existing

bublic supported early education programs to serve as models, a

serious lack of certified c-,r1v education teachers and limited

experience in interagency coordination and cooperation in the

delivery of services to children. The resultant demonstration

programs, some center based and some home based, were for the

most part of excellent quality and served well as models for la-

ter efforts.
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Two Regional Demonstration Centers were funded the following

year (1910) by the Appalachian Regional Commission with a grant

of $256,000. 13ased on the successful operation of these centers,

legislative funding was secured fcr the remaining five Regional

Demonstration Centers in 1971.

Legislatam mandating the provision of programs for all five-

year-olds by the schoo ea: 1973-74 and permitting the establish-

ment of programs for children below five, was also passed in the

1971 session of the legislature and an appropriation sufficient to

provide programs for approximately one-third of the five-year-olds

and ($3.5 million) was made available. The regular session of

the 1972 legislature provided the second one-third of the neces-

sary funds ($3.5 million) and a special session, called later in

the year, appropriated an additional amount ($3.5 million) to

complete the program one year ahead of schedule. Continued fund-

ing of the Regional Demonstration Centers has also been maintained.

The efforts to establish both the Demonstration Centers and

the statewide five-year-old program were joint efforts by the office

of the governor and tne State Department of Education. It should

also be reiterated that both in the initial states, and at sig-

nificant points throughout, the Appalachian Regional Commission

has provided both funds and invaluable technical assistance in

accomplishing what has been done.

TPE INTERAGENCY COUNCIL

While the early childhood education program just outlined is

looked on as primarily the responsibility of the State Department

of Education, there has been, by deliberate desigr, considerable

input into the program from other agencies of state government.

The auxiliary agency component of the Demonstration Center pro-
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gram has been the vehicle for this input. Auxiliary agency has

been the term used to refer to other agencies in state govern-

ment which serve young children. While auxiliary agency seems

now to be a condescending term it represented at tne time a fair

appraisal of the role of tnose agencies in educational programs

for young children. The auxiliary age,,cy concept was the fore-

runner of the Interagency Council for Child Development Services.

"he Interagency Council, created by an executive order signed

by Governor Moore on ::ovember 1, 1971, is composed of the heads

of the agencies in state government which currently have respon-

sibilities for delivery of services to children under five and

their parents and the heads of some support agencies. Specifi-

cally, the commissioner of welfare, director of mental health,

director of health, superintendent of schools, director of employ-

ment security, director of office of federal-state relations ,-1

the tax commissioner serve on the Interagency Council. The

governor serves as chairman.

The executive order which created the Interagency Council

cited the need for coordinating the services being provided for

the growth and development of children as a prime reason for

establishing the council. At the same time, there was no desire

to divest the existirj agencies of the functions they were per-

forming and assign those functions to a new agency. The most

desirable path appeared to be that of establishing a structure

which would enable the agencies best suited to deliver a particu-

lar service to continue to perform that funciton Lut to perform

it in concert with other agencies delivering similar or comple-

mentary service to the same populatior, Such a path seemed to

offer the advantages of coordinated services, elimination of du-

plicate services and supply of services where none existed, with-
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out the prob?e;as attendant upon the creation of a totally new

agency.

The duties of the Interagency Council include the following:

1) Development of a comprehensive state plan for
child development.

2) Definition an allocation of the functions
of each of the agencies composing the Council.

3) Determination of priority needs in the area of
child development and submission of recommenda
tions to appropriate sources of funding.

4) Provision of overall direction, coordination
and supervision of child development services.

5) Evaluation of the effectiveness of child de-
velopment programs.

6) Preparation of legislative recommendations in
the area of child development.

:t is obvious that the Interagency Council has broad powers.

As is the case with any new approach to c' ganization, much in the

way of implementation remains to be done. However, a good start

has been made and a brief description of the steps taken to date

follows.

CURRENT STATUE

A comprehensive state plan for child development services

has been written, submitted to the Appalachian Regional Commis-

sion for approval and funds have been made available to initiate

the program.

The approach to program operation has been on a regional

basis as opposed to a county-based program. Many of the counties

(schoo' uistricts) in west Virginia are small and in terms of re-

sources and population, will not support the staff and services

necessary to the child development program. Thus, programs have

been established on a regional basis under regional boards which

are made up of equal representation for agencies serving children.
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In effect these regional boards are microcosms of tnu Interagea,cy

Council.

Ci,ring this initial year of operation a major part of tnc

program is focused on a region in the central part of the suite,

(Region IV). A comorenunsive orogram, designed to meet the

health, social service, mental health and educational neuos of

the children under five in this region, is being implemented.

Because of inadequate funds it was not possible to offer this

complete program throughout the state but segments of the pro-

gram are being implemented in other regions.

The initial funds for the program were made available through

a $2.1 million grant from the Appalachian Regional Commission.

This money nas been matched by an additional $3.2 million from

Title IV-A, Social Security Act funds. Slightly over $100,000

in state funds have been supplied by the agcricies. The total

available funds amount to approximately $5.4 million.

Howard Scnrag, Director, Idaho Of-
fice of Child Development

The idea for the Idaho Office of Child Development was origin-

ally generated by a special subcommittee of the Interdepartmental

Committee on Children and Youth for the state of Idaho,

The subcommittee was developed by the Interdepartmental Com-

mittee to investigate the needs, services and status of child de-

velopment in Idaho with special emphasis on children 0-6 years of

age. After deliberating for some time and attempting to find as

much existing data as it could, the subcommittee returned the report

to the Inderdepartmental Committee indicating that although they

could define conc3ptually the needs of children in Idaho, there

existed little information to indicate how well they were being
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met and what agencies might be providing relevant services. It

was their recommendation to the Interdepartmental Committee that

an Office of Child Development be established for the purpose of

more specifi-ully defining the needs of children, assessing these

needs, surveying agencies providing services to children - noting

especially gaps and overlaps in service, reviewing resources avail-

able for program development, devising a state plan for child de-

velopment and establishing state priorities.

In order to pursue these objectives the Idaho Office of Child

Development, approximately $76,000 was allocated for utilization.

ate the study and report its findings. Governor Cecil D. Andrus

requested that all agencies cocperate with the newly established

office and that they provide in-kind contributions where possible.

In order to complete the above charge given to the Office of Child

Development approximately $76,000 was allocated for utilization.

This money provided for a director, two central staff members, a

secretary and three regional research field personnel.

Major accomplishments at this point include completion of two

surveys, one which cataloged all agencies, public and private,

within the state vending services to children and youth. From this

survey information was extracted and organized into a Directory of

Services fog Children rud Youth in Idaho. A second survey has also

been completed by the IOCD. It constituted a prenatal, pefinatal

and postnatal survey conducted by medical students in cooperation

with the Westerr Interstate Commission on Higher Education. Part

of the results of this survey are now before the Interdepartmental

Committee for their discussion and input into the planning and re-

organizational phases.

The advantages of the Idaho type of organizations are as

follows:
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a

- The clout, rights and privileges of being in the governor's
office.

- Access to relevant information in other state agencies.

- The necessary interdepartmental support for reorganization
and coordination of children's services.

Disadvantages:

- Political change could render the process and office
ineffective.

- Previous political commitments not in line with present
research findings may lead to conflict.

- Certain needs may exist which are politically unpalatable.
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Case !I udy

HEW in the Region

MODERATOR: Rulon Garfield, Regional Director,
HEW Region VIII

Ricardo Hernandez, Management
Intern, HEW Region IX

William McLaughlin, Regional Com-
missioner, HEW/USOE Region X

Margaret Sanstad, HEW/OCD Region X

Scott Tuxhorn, Deputy Regional Di-
rector, HEW Region VI

Panel members summarized programs providing child care and

family development services funded by HEW in their regions and

noted priority concerns of their respective regional offices.

Audience questions focused on methods of obtaining federal support

for state programs and on concerns of minority, particularly

American Indian, groups.
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Panel Discussion

PARENTS AND STATE POLICY

Calvin L. Rampton, Governor of Utah

Parent participation is difficult to achieve; parent partici-

patory groups such as PTA have been inei ective in recent years.

Utah has set up a model program to provide comprehensive social

services in one area because of the expectation that Allied

Services would be passed. This program puts the delivery system

directly under the control of local officials, as opposed to

federal or state personnel.

.P..dith Assmus, Washington Research
Project Action Council

Parent participation in early childhood projects is essential

cor continuity in the program, but problems arise as you try to

define their role.

At what level do you have citizen committees--in individual

projects, at program operating level or at the administering level

where the funda,ental decisions about budget, staffing and program
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design are made? What will the authority of such committees be --

advisory or in the essential decision-making processes? How much

control will parents have on these committees--a majority, 50 per

cent, one-third? And who will the other members of the committee

be? Which parents will serve on the committees and how will they

be selected--appointed by public officials or program operators

or democratically selected by the parents whose children are

Involved?

Some obstacles to parent involvement can be eliminated fairly

easily:

--by scheduling meetings at times and places for
parents' convenience;

-by paying the costs of participation, not just
obvious expenses like transportation, but baby-
sitting fees or reimbursement for loss of a
day's wages if necessary;

- -by providing training and staff assistance to
parent committees and by assuring their access
to all of the information necessary tc under-
stand the programs for which they share respon-
sibility.

The other obstacles are more difficult to overcome--tl-e elim-

ination of suspicions and hostilities which stand in thc way of a

meaningful relationship between program administrators and parents.

There is a very real distrust of the states' willingness to

allow participation and control. It does little good to argue

whether or not that distrust is legitimate--the fact is that it

exists and it will remain until such time as the states them-

selves can demonstrate that it has no basis.

Howard Bray, formerly Deputy Direc-
tor of the Appalachian Regional
Commission

Early childhood advocates must focus on the issues where
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there is agreement such as the need for nutrition and health serv-

ices. In the areas of disagreement, we need cost-benefit studies

to demonstrate the value of what the professionals wish to do.

Presently, the outlook for revenue sharing funds for early child-

hood programs looks dismal.

Constance Cook, Member, ,ew York
State Assembly

The question of the role of parents in influencing and perhaps

shaping state policy is a complicated one. We nave approached it

in tLe New York Legislature by making some provision for parent

participation in the decentralization of school districts in the

city of New York. The Fleischmann Commission recently recommended

the establishment of formal parent councils and sharing in the

selection of school principals. We have not yet come up with an

adequate legislative or administrative solution. I am convinced

that there should be mechanisms to enable pareats to participate

in the development of the programs and policies which affect their

children and which supplement or perhaps alter the role of the

family in child development. At the same time, of coarse, pro-

cedures cannot become so cumbersome that critical decisions are

unduly delayed or never made.

Leonard Mestas, Colorado Migrant
Council

If barriers to participation are broken down, parents do

become involved. Schools have a tendency to snut the parents out,

thinking they have all the answers and that children and parents

have nothing to say worth hearing. The Colorado Migrant Council

is going good work, but the state ignores it.
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Milton Akers

THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS: FLORIDA'S EXPERIENCE

Dr. Ake,.s was executive director of the National Asso-
ciation for the Education of Young Children before he
became director of Florida's newly established Office
of Early Childhood Development in September 1972. He

has served as executive director of the Newark, New
Jersey, Preschool Council, Inc. and director of the
Walden School in New York City. He is a member of the
ECS Early Childhood Task Force.

This is a report on the first three chapters of ten in the

volume to be entitled "The Florida Story." I have completed

three months of a ten-month contract to design the implementation

of the Early Childhood and Family Development Act of 1472 in

Florida.

I carry the title, Director of the Office of Early Childhood

Development, and am executing the functions of that office. At

the same time I'm under a contract to define alternative methods

by which that office ought to function. I'm living the role at

the same time I'm trying to define what that role should be. Al-

though the Act deals with early childhood and family development,

the office is called the Office of Early Childhood Development.

Children from age three through eight are covered, transcending

the barrier that exists between this thing we call "preschool"

and "real school." To me that is one of the most promising as-

pects of the bill. I asked Senator Robert Graham, one of the

fathers of the bill, why they had not moved to conception?
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his response was that the Legislature wouldn't buy it. but con-

cern w. h family development enables us to work at that level.

I happen not to be one of those who believes that outsiders

stimulate and manipulate infants. I think, rather, we vork with

Infants and toddlers by working with their patents -so I'm com-

pletely comfortable with that.

The stated intent of the bill intrigues me. Section 2 o' the

bill reads:

The Legislature finds and declares that the early
childhood years are crucial to the mental, physical anu
emotirrIal development of children, and that the experi-
ences of the early childhood years are highly significant
with respect to later development including educational
and vocational success. The Legislature further recog-
nizes the primary role and responsibility of the family
for the development of children and the importance of
strengthening the family members' ability to foster the
development of young children. It shall be the policy
of the state to cooperate with private groups and govern-
mental agencies to encourage and assist families in the
provJsion of an environment for young children suitable
to their full development."

The Act directs that the office formulate comprehensive plans for

early childhood and family development. I'm interpreting this as

a commitment by the Legislature and the Governor representing the

people of Florida, to design that program which will help give

Florida's kids the best start in life it is within our knowledge

and our capabilities to provide. The law also recognizes that

within the many federal and state programs, there is much over-

lapping and much duplication of effort; confusion, frustration

and reduction of benefits have resulted. The law also highlights

the point that we "fail to give adequate attention to the role of

family members in the development of young children."

Initial Reservations

The bill is quite comprehensive; its visionary. My political

science friends tell me it is masterfully written.
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For example, although the Office is within the Office of the

Governor by legislative fiat, the director is to prepare an an-

nual report to the sident of the Senate, Speaker of the House

and the chairman of each of the appropriate committees in the

Legislature. So, although housed in the Governor's Office, one

still has legal access to the law makers. The Senate passed the

bill 32 ayes, 2 nayes. The House, 75 ayes, 36 nayes. Didn't do

so well there. But two-to-one is still not bad. The Governor

signed it. It looked pretty great to an outsides.

So one September morning a bright-eNed, enthusiastic, mature

innocent appeared on the scene. Most of my time the first week-

and-a-half were spent meeting the key people, the top brass. Al-

most everyone I met would immediately say, "You know, I was not

in favor of that bill." The kinder ones would say, "1 had a lot

of questions about that bill." The head of one of the major de-

partments said to me one time, "If you stick your nose into kin-

dergarten and primary grades, you'll be getting in my hair."

I've learned that even the Governor had questions about the

bill and was not overly enthusiastic in signing it. The problem,

I discovered, was primarily inspired by one word. Th Act pro-

vides that the office will promote, plan, coordinate and admin-

ister all Early Childhood programs. That word "administer," I

think, caused the greatest resistance, opposition and fear. For-

tunately I happen to share that resistance. The list thing in

the world we need in Florida or any place else in fact, is an-

oth,,r bureaucratic stratum for the people to fight with. I have

never liked creating new positions that cream off money from

services to kids.

I am immensely impressed by the competence of the agency

people I have met. They're functioning well, but many are func-
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tioning in isolation. There is overlap, there is duplication.

What seems to be needed, and many people agree, is more effective

coordination of efforts and fuller cooperation between and among

agencies and institutions. In my contract, I'm charged with re-

co-imending alternative structures. I feel obligated to include

one structural design which will put all of the programs under

one big umbrella to meet the letter of the law. My heart won't

be in it and once I suggest it, I'll proceed to tear it apart.

Ombudsman Role

In my judgment at the moment, it appears that the best role

would be that of ombudsman--an enabling, facilitating role situ-

ated directly in the governor's office. The question is: th-

out money, without power, without administrative support does the

office have enough clout? I don't know. Eo long as one remains

closely identified with the governor, maybe that's all the power

onL needs. In such a role, if you have too much power you become

a threat to the very people you're trying to get to work together.

One must not become, you see, a competitor. To date, at le,st,

being in the governor's office has really been a door opener. I'm

not normally a name dropper, but sometimes'I very casually say

this is Milt Akers in Governor Askew's office, and it is fasci-

nating how quickly one gets through. If we were located in social

Services or in the Department of Education, that kind of door open-

ing access would, I'm afraid, be lost. However, th3 Governor does

not like operational programs on his own staff. So I think we will

have to avoid creating an operational, functioning office and em-

phasize the ombudsman role.

In my thinking about the plan to be prepared, I am completely

omitting anything about administration. The bill specifically

charges me with processing all the applications, federal and state,
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and evaluating all programs for children. Someday I should sit

down and talk with legal counsel. I don't know what may happen

when one tries to implement a law and completely ignores part of

it. That's their problem, not mine. My contract asks me to de-

fine alternative organizational structures, a comprehensive pro-

gram for serving children and families with particular emphasis

on early diagnosis and a program for that, to make funding re-

commendations and recommendations for research and evaluation.

All this with seven months left. It is exciting and chal-

lenging to me because, although my background is in education, I

am more convinced the, ever before that you cannot separate

learning from health, from family. When we start looking at

what happens to kids and families we simply must stop isolating

these efforts. For many years, all across the country, I have

been saying that we will help kids "make it" only if we rind bet-

ter ways of working together. Now my bluff has been called. On

the othc., hand, look at it this way: how many of you ever had a

chance, in your whole lifetime, to draft a dream? That is really

what we're doing. Wide open; the sky's the limit. At times I

feel a bit like a five-year old; it's scary but fun!

If we are going to facilitate cooperation, obviously we must

know the component services, the pecple involved and what they're

doing. I have spent most of my time these first three months meet-

ing people in Tallahassee, the capital, and then moving around the

state. I went in not knowing where Broward County was or even how

tb spell Ocala. I'm getting a geography lesson at the same time

I'm learning a few other things. To me, it's important that you

know what peonle feel about how they're doing, what they think

they're doing well, where they feel inadequate or where they feel

that they need more help, what kind of projects are on the drawing
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boards -in order to tie all this together. I am still reading,

traveling, looking and listening. One question has nalnted me

from the beginning. In a brief period of 10 months, how do you

involve enough people, with enough depth of commitment, so that

the plan that emerges becomes "our plan" and not the 'Akers' plan."

In an academic sense, I could go back tomorrow and write out

a fairly good plan, but it would gather dust on the Governor's

desk because it would be the 'Akers' plan." How does one then

draw in enough state agency people and people from the private

and public sector, so that he will not be missed when he walks

out at the end of June? Now does one so motiwte and involve

enough other people that they pick up the ball and run with it?

Priorities and Moral Issues

Quite arbitrarily, I've selected the basic components cf a

desirable program that I'm starting with. My report to the Gov-

ernor will include the alternative organizational structures I've

mentioned. There must be a= statement of need, an assessment of

existing and needed services. Its going to have to be a very

cursory one, based on certain demographic data that is available.

I am finding the analyses of the 1970 census quite helpful. Toc,

there are a few local surveys that are helpful. But they don't

tell what the needs are nearly well enough to define a real state-

wide program. There is a chance that we may get a little money

to start a more comprehensive needs assessment. If not, I will

try to recommend a means of assessing the specific needs of

Florida's children, the kinds of services needed and numbers to

be served. I am certain now that there will be a plan for the

provision of day care services, both center and home-based, fcr

children of low-income working mothers. Incidentally, the bill
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makes no distinction about disadvantaged rids, .1nority groups

or others. Its for all of Florida's child/en. lhat's one of

the things I like about it. Obviously, there have to be certain

priorities. We will also include a plan for partially subsidized

day care for lo -middle. irceme Yorkers, the group that is really

suffering not only in Florida, but all over the nation. I don't

know that there is research telling us to do that. but we're

faced with the fact that there are lots of mothers wio are work

my and need day care. I don't think we can wait for any specific

research; re sillily must face the facts that almost overwhelm us

right now.

I am amazed at the moral issues that we are coming ay against.

We will, of course, be nit with questions about the morality of

taking children auay from their mothers. We must deal with that,

but it is not a question to be answered In terms of morality.

The facts happen to be that many mothers are forced to work and

so must give up their children to someone else's care. By pro-

viding day care and studying what happens to children and families,

maybe we can give some substance to tne debate about the moral is-

sue. One of the research topics I'll recommend is that we try to

firui out what it does to a I or 4 year old child to spend most of

his waking hours in a group situation. No matter how loving and

competent the teacher may be, I have a huncn that it does some-

thing to a child to be just one of a group. We desperately need

longitudinal research to find out.

Our final plan will include programs for working with parents

and potential parents aimed at making them more effective in their

parenting and teaching roles. Again, the morality question-

communistic? Arc we going to indoctrinate parents? Obviously,

they could be indoctrinated, if the specific content and values
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in the program were prescribed nationally or even at tie state

level. Real participation of parents at the local level in de-

termining value content can help to prevent this. We will re-

commend that there be a course, mandatory for every eighth or

ninth grade girl and boy, in human development with major empha-

sis on child development and parenting. It must include a great

deal of time for field work directly with kids; one learns about

kids by being with and interacting with kids, not simply reading

books.

We're talking about undertak_ng the delivery of that kind of

a program statewide. So the delivery system becomes of great im-

portance. how can such a program be delivered so that there will

be options? In all/ delivery system we establish, we must be cer-

tain that parents h.,:e options from which to choose--or perhaps,

totally reject.

We will work on a proposal for training all early childhood

personnel. We will try to develop a viable plan for early identi-

fication of high risk children, those with special problems, in-

cluding provision for periodic check-ups and follow-up remedial

treatment where appropriate. Special programs will be suggested

for handicapped/exceptional children and their families. I

shudder when I hear some speak about group programs for these

children. Our programs ought to be for the families of such in-

fants and toddlers. There will probatly come a time when some

need special, isolated programs. but even then, we need to con-

centrate on helping the family to accept the nature of the handi-

capped without guilt; What should their expectations be for a

handicapped child? Do they underexpect? Overexpect? We may

not have a lot of hard research about early identification, but

knowing what we know from good research in language development,
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how can we possibly avoid putting a hQaring aid on a child the

moment we detect that he has hearing problem!?

Research and common sense and the fa-*s. that confront us

give me the motivation and courage to go on. One runs into the

moral issue of invasion of privacy in early screening. In the

medicaid screening in Florida, we've identified, for exami,lc, a

number of couples s.ho carry sickle cell anemia traits. What do

you do with that information? Do you say to those couples: No

more children! Does anybody have a right to say to them--no more

children? Do we burden them if we let them know? I'm also wor-

ried about the danger of labels. Physicians are able to pronounce

a patient cured. We in education are not. If a little guy gets

a black mark on his personal record, heaver hcic him.

We are working on a plan for expectant mothers which will In-

clude the actual delivery of a proper diet. But how do you locate

them early enough? Once they are identified, how does one make

certain that they have the proper diet? By concentrated pills?

By a frozen or an "airline" kind of dinner? We know enough about

the importance of diet and its effect on the development of the

brain and nervous system durirg specific months of pregnancy that

we simply must start fo do something about it.

There 'ill be recommendations for dealing with migrant fa-

milies and their children. Designing vans to follow kids is not

coming to grips with the real problems of the migrant family.

Maybe we should extend our efforts to giving stability -- a home

ease - -to these people. I'd like to have a go at that. We have

one experimental project in Florida where the mothers work for

Coca-Cola and they have become a stable community. During the

season the gathers go off to work cisewhere. It sounds very

middle class, doesn't it? We middle class fathers fly away and
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leave our kids with a stable home Lase. I hate to impose this

middle class practice on migrants, but perhaps that might be a

bit better than their rresent rootless lives.

There will be a design for continuity in the child's experi-

ence, whatLver stage he's in: cay care, nursery school, church

school, Eead Start, the rough kindergarten and into the primary

grades. We will work toward a red partnership between Home and

school. In spite of many efforts toward parent involvement, the

creation of parent advisory groups and including parents on do-

cision-maLing boards, we are far from a real feeling of partner-

ship. To me, the problem is not that parents don't care or want

to work with us. Too often, I'm afraid, they are stiff-armed by

school administrators; they really aren't welcomed or wanted. We

educators mast take the initiative in reaching out a hand to bring

parents in to share in significant policy decision making. For

some of us thL's very frightening and vpn't be easy.

'acre will be recommendations about staff ratios in child-

rer's programs. I'm pretty sue w-, will be recommending an aide

in every kindergarten, first and secun' grade. We will be concerned

with records. is it possible to do a statewide uniform record

that follows the child from birth right on up? because there arc

no such records that follow migrant children, some of these child-

ren are given .,hots and reshot and then reshot. Maybe some of

them have been shot too much. I am going to try to encourage

some experimental efforts in inter-age grouping, individualized

instruction and the evaluation of individual children and total

programs.

Generally these will be the component elements of the plan

I will suomit. Priorities will be recommended by me, by an ad-

visory committee and we hope from public forums we will hold.
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Recommendations for phasing-in various elements of the plan will

be included. Funding alternatives will be suggested. It's a lot

to do in ten months.

We're cosponsoring, with a couple of institutes at the Uni-

versity of Florida, a second statewide early childhood conference.

This conference was planned by a steering committee which included

27 people--representatives of over 20 agencies and associations

around the state; pediatricians, parents, Head Start personnel,

PTA, social rkers, elementary principals and so on. We sent out

2,500 invi Lions. In the conference we will ask people to define

the issues and the problems around 18 interest areas.

Right \ow I am in the process of selecting an advisory group

for which th- aw ovides. Were setting up 11 regional drive-

in meetings, one in ea .h of the iRS regions, to talk about this

plan. After these meets gs, the advisory committee will refine

our thinking and then w 'Ll go back for a second round of re-

gional meetings. In e time given this seems about as far as we

can go in he involvement of all the people. After that's

done, we'll write a report.

I have been asked a number of specific questions. Is the

adequate funding in the bill? The bill is funded to the tune of

$43,177. That barely pays my salary, my secretary's and a little

left over for travel. Our staff numbers two, a beautifully compe-

tent and overworked secretary and myself. We really could use

more help. Do we want money to fund programs? Definitely not.

If we were a funding agency and had to make choices among pro-

grams, we would make enemies at the same time. If one is a fund-

ing agency, he becomes a competitor with some of the very groups

he is trying to get to work together. I see our goals accomplished

if our office plays an enabling, facilitating role, perhaps in



guiding available funds to appropriate agencies.

I am ashamed to tell you that we are one of four or five

states in the country that don't have statewide licensing stan-

dards. I don't know if this is a responsibility of my office,

but I've been gaily approaching senators and representatives say-

ing, "you're working on legislation for standards, let's get

together." The time seems right for bipartisan sponsored legis-

lation, if we achieve such cooperation among the lawmakers.

What about my being on a temporary contract? I am really

quite comfortable. There are distinct advantages. First of all,

I am totally objective. I owe allegianc- to no agency, no insti-

tutions, nobody except the children in Florida. They and their

families are my real concerns. I can maintain that stance if I

am independent, with a temporary contract. Clearly I am not

building an empire for myself as ,omebody suggested when I came

in. I am going to leave June 30. If the office is permanently

staffed as an ombudsman role, this appears to be the most con-

structive, least threatening of all the approaches. I have one

concern, however. So much depends upon the Tersonal commitment

and objectivity of whoever fills the job. But that is a fact of

life among politicians, administrators and supervisors of any

kind.

The Florida "story" will be written up. I w,rking with

a bright young political scientist at the University of Florida

who is an expert in the politics of education. Together we're

going to write up this first process of planning. Volume 2 of the

Florida story depends upon the response of the governor, his pri-

orities and commitment and the commitment of the legislature.

Volume 2 will be done by the new director who will plug in the

plan selected, implement the needs assessment, design the delivery
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system and prepare legislation for presentation to the April ses-

sion of the 1974 Leeislature.

Volume 2 will determine the subtitle of the Florida story.

Will it be 'The Florida Story: A Pleasant Dream' or will it be

"The Florida £tory: A Commitment to Young Children'? With

inspiring, courageous governor who cares about peeple. and who is

politically ambitious, along with a visionary and agressive legis-

lature, I have a hunch that Florida will become a model for other

states, maybe even for the nation, in demonstrating a commitment

to giving kids the best start in life we know how.
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Patricia Schroeder

SUPPORT FOR FEDERAL CHILD CARE PROGRAMS

Mrs. Schroeder is a memb. of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives. She represents Denver in the U.S.
Congress, having been elected to that post in 1972.
Mrs. Schroeder graduated from the University of
Minnesota and from Harvard Law Scl ol. Prior to

her election to Congress she practiced law in Den-
ver, served as a hearing officer with the Colorado
Department of Personnel and was a law instructor
at Regis College and the University of Colorado.

I pledge to work harder for children's legislation because it

has been so neglected. Congress has not displayed any real concern

for very young children.

To be successful in obtaining funding for children's program ,

I would argue, supporters must get together and play the game tough.

Many of us who arc concerned about children are considered to be

idealistic. We haven't learned to play the game for children.

Look at the success of the nation's military-industrial complex

in getting funding. Look at the way our tax dollars go. Are we

really a child oriented society? to. If we were, that's where we

would be spending our money.

Jule Sugarman, now New York City Human Resources Administrator,

has a good idea. Let's have a Children's Trust Fund, like the High-

way Trust Fund. If we were to put $.73 per child per week into such

a fund, we would have a substantial, reliable funding resource for

children's programs.



It is time to define what is needed for children in order to

obtain support for children's legislation. We have a :-,pecial bur-

den. We have a special message to get across. I am prepared to

work with the Education Commission of the States and others for

this purpose.

It's time we bring what we say about children and what we do

for children together.
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CONFEPFNCE PAkTICIPANTS

Dick Achuff, Child Cealth & Development,
Dept. of Health, Nashville, Ttnn.

Judy Addington, DREW, Region VIll,
Denver, Colo.

Milton At rb, Director, Office of Eatly
Childhood Development, Tallahassee,
Fla.

Ernest Allen, State Representative,
Nampa, Idaho

Carol Amon, University of Denv.t Speech
and Hearing Center, Denve.', Colo.

Earl 'irson, Executive Director,
.al Associati,n of State Di-

rectors of Special Education,
Washington, E.C.

Marianne Anc.cews, Director, Home and
Family Lie Education, Coordi:at-
ing Coun for Occupational Ed-
ucation, Olympia, Wash.

Ju th Hssmus, 4ashington Research Pro-
ject Action Council, Washington, D.C.

Blanche Austin, Head Start, Deriver,

Colc.

Randy Bacon, Infant and Preschcil Pro-
ject, Dept. of Economic Sec. its',

Frankfort, Ky.

Bill Bassore, State Training Officer- -
Head Start, Greeley, Colo.

Jean Berma.1, _Jalachian Regional
Commission, Washington, D.C.

Dawn Bernstein, State 4-C Legislative
Committee, Olympia, Wash.

Ruth Bernstone, Day Care Legislative
Chairman, Natioral Council of Jew-
ish Women, Denver, Colo.
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Shirley Blackener, Director of
Family and Children's Services,
Dert. of Social and Rehabili
Cation Services, Boise, Idaho

Audrey Blackwell, Mile High Child
Care Association, Denver, Colo.

:akki Blankenship, Southwest ,Auca-
tional Development Laborator},
Austin, Texas

Norma Boekel, University of North-
ern Colorado, School of Special
Education, Greeley, Colo.

Howarl Bray, 'icademy for Contempo-

rary Problems, Washington, D.C.

Harriette Breeding, Albuquerque
Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.

Robert Browning, Director, Bureau
of Comprehensive Rehabilitation
Planning, Tallahassee, Fla.

Betty Bryant, Supervisor of Early
Childhood Education, State Dept.
of Education, Baton Rouge, La.

Neal Buchanan, Director, Tenn. In-
teragency Committee on Child
Development, Nashville, Tenn.

Claudia Byran, Research for Bet-
ter Schools, Philadelphia, Pa.

Beatrice Carman, Director, Office
of Development, N.C. Dept.
of Administration, Raleigh, N.C.

Anne Carroll, University of Denver,
Denver, Colc.

Glenn Chronister, Southwest Coopera-
tive Educational Leboratozy,
Albuquerque, N.M.
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Constance Cook, State Assemblywoman,
Itha,a, N.Y.

Jim Coomes, Child Development Pro-
gram Coordinator, DHEW/OCD, Re-
gion VIII, Denver, Colo.

L. Dean Coon, State Dept. of Edu-
cation, Denver, Colo.

Paul Crookston, Acting Director,
Washington Center for Early Child-
hood Education, Central Washington
State College, Ellensburg, Wash.

Dorothy Dalton, Assistant Director,
School of Human Development, Uni-
versity of Maine at Orono, Maine

Glenn Davis, Program Manager, Early
Childhood Education, State Dept.
of Education, Sacramento, Calif.

Robert D'cker, Appalachian Region,'
Commission, Washington, D.C.

Claire Derry, Coordinator- Preschool
Programs for Handicapped Children,
Dept. of Public Health, Boston,
Mass.

Jane DeWeerd. DHEW/USOE--Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped,

Washington, D.C.

Jacqueline Dewey, Associate Director,
Regional Indian Eead Start Programs,
University of Washington, Seattle,
Wash.

Bill Diepenbrock, Supervisory Auditor,
hanpower and W(lfare Division, U.S.
General Accounting Office, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Louis Duran, Colo. State University,
Ft. Collins, Colo.

Lucille Echohawk, Director, Indian
Community,Action Project- -Head Start,

A: iquerque, N.M.

Holly Emrick, Program Coordinator,
Sewell Faster Seal Rehabilitation
Center, Denver, Colo.

Frank Ferro, Deputy Assistant Chief,
Children's Bureau, DHEW/OCD, Wash-
ington, D.C.
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David Foote, Stet( Office of Econo-
mic Opportunity, Olympia, Wash.

Hugh Fowler, State Senator, Engle-
wood, Colo.

Charlene Freeman, OCD, Boise, Idaho

Gladys Gardner, State Representative,
Prescott, Ariz.

Rulon Garfield, Director, DHEW, Re-
tion VIII, Denver, Colo.

Pauline Garrett, DHEW/USOE, Regk.on___
VIII, Denver, Colo.

Shirley George, Office of Community
Affairs and Planning, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Rolland Gerhart, OCD, Montpelier, Vt.

Douglass Gordon, American Speech and
Hearing Association, Washington,
D.C.

Jean Gore, Early Childhood, State
Dept. of Public Instruction,
Southeast Learning Center, Uni-
versity of Vermillion, S.D.

Cherie Govette, State Training Of-
ficer, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Fla.

Sam Granato, Federal Advisor to the
Secretary, Agency of Human Ser-
vices in Vt., Northfield Falls, Vt.

David Graves, Project Director, Ad-
vocacy for Exceptional Children
Project, Commission on Children
and Youth, Frankfort, Ky.

Marjory Greenberg, Early Childhood
Special Education, JFK Child De-
velopment Center, University of
Colo. Medical Center, Denver, Colo.

John Grover, Assistant Director- -
Operations, Ccmmunity Action Pro-
gram, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Beerly Gunst, Vice President, As-
sociation for Childhood Educa-
tion International, Denver, Colo.



Jim Harvey, House Select Eutcommittee
on Education Staff, Washington, D.C.

Andrew Hayes, Associate Director for

Planning aad Evaluation, Technical
Assistance Development System, Uni-
versity of N.C., Chapel Eall, N C.

Bruce Heath, Program Analyst, State
Planning Coordinator's Office,
Salt Lake City, Utah

Ricardo Hernandez, Management Intern,

DHEW, Region IX, San Francisco, Calif.

Lillie herndon, First Vice President,
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, Chicago, Ill.

John T. He ndon, House Committee on
Health and Rehabilitative Services,
Tallanassee, Fla.

Delbert Higgins, Elementary Education,
State Board of Education, Salt 7,ak.
City, Ptan

John Himelrick, Director, Interagency
Council for Child Development Ser-
vices, ,--'.tleston, W. Va.

Jenny I.,1mcs, Alameda, N.M.

Peggy Hostetler, Dept. of Education,
Phoenix, Ariz.

Ruth Hubbell, Child Development Special-
ist, Child Development Council, Jack-
son, Mass.

Philp Ige, State Dept of Education,
Hcnolulu, Hawaii

Bob Ivory, Deputy Director, Human RE--

sources Coordinating Commission,
Frankfort, Ky.

Penrose Jackson, Planning Analyst,
DHEW/Office of Education, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Mayme Jackson, Program Supervisor,
Employment Security Commission and
State 4-C, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philip Jarmick, Assistant Regional Direc-
tor, DHEW/OCD, Region V, Chicago, Ill.
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Nency L. Johnson, supervisor Gt.

Vocational Education, _tire
Dept. of PLlic Inntructiot,
Olympia, Wash.

Orval Johnson, SI ID Program Se-
wall Lanter Soil Penalilit-ition
Center, Denver, Colo.

Stephen Johnson, ARC Cooruinator,
OCD/DHEW, Washington, P.C.

Robin Johnston, Member, State
Board of Education, Denvcr, Col,.

Louise Jones, Idaho Education As-
sociation, Boise, Idaho

Avis Jorgenson, Southern colorado
State College, Pueblo, Colo.

Hope Kading, Legislative coordi-
nator, PTA, Boise, Idaho

Eilzabeth Rester, State Dept. of
Social Services, Denver, Colo.

Carolyn Kiefer, OCD, Boise, D ao

Edith Ring, University of Denver,
Denver, Colo.

Sally Kl:ngel, Idano State Univer-
sity, Pocatello, Idaho

Virginia Krohnfeldt, Assistant
Executive Director, Child De-
velopment Associate Consortium,
Inc., Washington, D.C.

Stephen Kurzman, Assistant Secre-
tary for Legislation, DHEW,
Washington, D.C.

Roberta LaCoste, Assistant Direc-
tor of Elementary Education,
State Dept. of Public Instruc-
tion, Olympia, Wash.

E. Robert LaCrosse, President,
Pacific Oaks College & Child-
ren's School, Pasadena, Calif.

Walt LeBaron, Planning Officer-
DCSS, D "FW /USOE, Washington, D.C.

Terry Levinson, Resaarch & revel-
oment Specialist, DHEW, Region
IV, Atlanta, Ga.



Wirnie Levinson, Mild Advocacy 'Oa Mieme,,er, President, bar,
isticnta, Da. street Co_legc, %t,., York,

David Liedermar, Office foi Cnildrfr,
Be ,ton, Mass.

B. Lu,P,ig, Child care Cor;ul-

tac, Maine Dept. of clealtn and
psitaio, Augusta, Maine

Barbara Marron, University of Derver,
Denver, Colo.

Wil'iam L. McLaughlin, Pegional Corr:Is-

-1one,, DUW,U.S. Office of Educa-
tiar, ,c,r,n X, Seattle, Wasn.

'Olen Nimnicht, Far best Laboratory
for Lducatienal Researcb, and
Levclo'ment, Can Francisco,
Cal,f.

'.iy, Texas Ide':ati

Austir, Tex.

barbara Ann Northern, bccji,nal :co-

ordinator, Dat.onal 1. Lan ,

Los Angeles, -alif.

L. Donald Northrup, state Senator,

Powell, Wyo.
hoon,rd Mestas, Ce-ter,

'isttn, Tex. Phyllis Nye, Dept. of Health and
social Services, Santa Fe, N.M.

bolcres Moyer, Dh q/OCP, Washington,
D.C.

cAirtrude Ms,,,er,, Den University,
Denver, Colo.

Frances Olson, Planner, Ear.} Child-
hood Education Staff Training
Project, Dover, Del.

Lydia Ordoner, State Dept of ECt-
Jo Miller, Board of Education, Fargo, cation, Santa Fe, N.M.

N.D.

Laura A. Miller, ctate Representative,
Littleton, Colo.

P, tricia Wilson, Education Analyat, Na-
tional Urban League, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Corinna Moncada, Early Childhood Idu-
ca. n Consultant, State Dept. of
Education, St. Paul, Minn.

Raymond Moore, Hc.itt Research Certer,
Berrien Sy-ings, Mich.

Bob M'rrow, Do, t. of Fducacicn, Cheyenne,
Myo.

Parbara Mosl-e Director, Child Devel-
opment Programs, L'ivisior, of admin-
istration, Office of the r',overnor,
Columbia, S.C.

Shari Nedler, 'iirector, Early Child-
hood Program, Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory, Austin, Texas

Virginia Nester, Assistant Director,
Commission on Children and Youth,
Frankfort, hy.
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Christira Orth, House Select Sub-
committee on Ldp.:anon Staft,
Was:Iirgton, D.-.

D. Shrron Osborne, Assistant Day
Care Administrator, Dept. of
Child Welfare, Frankfort, Yy.

Atrriel Ottley, Senator, Ft. Tho-
mas, V.I.

Ronald K. Parker, Vice President,
Universal Education Corpor,,tion,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Jacqueline Patterson, Child Cars
Coordinator, National Urban
League, Chicago, Ill.

Diana 'efley, Project Director,
siL) ProgrAm, Sewill Easter
Seal Rehabilitation C,-nter,
Denver, Colo.

Ada Pick, Santa Fe, N.M.

Jim Pippard, State 4-C, erlena, Mont.

Virginia Flunkett, State Dept, of
Educa ion, D^river, Colo.



Calvin Pampton, Governor, Salt Lake
City, Utah

Richard Pay, Learning Institute of
N.C., Durham, N.C.

John K. Reynolds, Denver Head Start,
Denver, Colo.

Wilson Piles, State Superintendent
of Public Insti.-tion, SacrameNto,
Calif.

Dorsey Riggs, Teacher Certification
and Related Services, State Dept.
of Education, Boise, Idaho

Sherrill Ritter, Program Analyst,
DHEW/OCD, Region IV, Atlanta, Ga.

Jan. Roberts, Head Start, Helena, Mont.

Mary Robinson, Research Sociologist,
Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D.C.

Gerald Roth, Assistant Elementary
Director, Dept. of Public Instruc-
tion, Bismarck, N.D.

Thomas Ryan, Director of Assessment,
Child Development Associate Consor-
tium, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Jeff Sanchez, Nevada Office of Tele-
communicati.ns, Carson City, Nev.

Paul Sandifer, Assistant Superinten-
dent, State Dept. of Education,
Denver, Colo.

Margaret Sanstad, DHEW/OCD, Region X,
Seattle, Wash.

Albeit Schneider; Superintendent,
Archdiocese of Santa Fe, N.M.

Howard Schrag, Director, OCD, Boise,
Idaho

Janet Shriner, Division of Public As-
sistance and Social Ser4ices,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Charles P. Silas, Consultant, State
Dept. of Education, Lansing, Mich.
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Allen Smith, Research Psychologist,
Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D.C.

Jean Smith, Interagency Committee on
Child Development Services, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

Diana Sorola, Supervisor of Early
Childhood Education, .,tate Dept.
of Education, Bator Rouge, La.

Prank Steiner, State Dept. of Edu-
cation, Albuquerque, N.M.

Joe Stewart, State Representative,
Caster, Wyo.

Joseph Stocker, Director of Public
Relations, Arizona Education As-
sociation, Phoealx, Ariz.

Anna Sundwall, DHEW/SRS, Region VIII,
Denver, Colo.

Mary Fredna Sweeten, Supervisor of
Early Childhood Education, Dept.
of Education, Jackson, Tenn.

Dean Talagan, Assistant Superir'en-
dent, State Dept. of Education,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Juanita Taylor, DHEW/SRS, Region VIII,
Denver, Colo.

. Joel Taylor, Cl of Supervisor, Ele-
mentary Education Section, State
Dept. of Education, Columbia, S.C.

Marjorie Teitlebaum, Executive Direc-
tor, Md. 4-C Committee, Inc.,
Baltimore, Md.

Sharon Thomas, State Dept. of Social
Services, Salt Lake City, Utah

Anastasia Thompson, Special Projects
Division Chief, DHEW/0E0, Region X,
Seattle, Wash.

Nancy ". Travis, Director, Southeastern
Day Care project, Atlanta, Ga.

Scott Tuxhori, Deputy ,,,gional Direc-
tor, DHEW Region VI, Dalias, Tex.

Hugh Vaughn, Director, Miss. Child
Development Staf,:, Jacks-,n, Miss.



Rober. Vircert, lcsearcl Asa,ociatt,
State Regents for Higher li'uca-
tion, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Victor Wall, Director, Comi_ensator,
Educational ServIcei, 'N-ate
of Education, Dever, Colo.

"elvin Proglamming 'a. aa,!,

Peo to D.,cition ang nt

Frocess, , Yy.

Karen Williamson, :FNECE, Cllh
la,agement Progra m, l'ir,sr,

, and Indian
Kathryn Warren, Director, Early crild- Fdacataun Ccrter, Toe penis, 'dS,.

hood Education, State Dept. of Edu-
cation, Nashville, Tenr. Barbara linter, National Advi arc

Council or Education Proft'aions
Jeannette Watson, Director, Office of Development, Washington. D-r.

Early Childl-ood Do' lopment, Austin,

Tex. Harry Wu cer, Chief, Public Srhool
Firarcc Division, Dcit. of fing',,

Elmer Wells, California Teachers and Administrltior, -cta le, '

Association, Burlingame, Calif.

Robert Wetherford, Specaal Assistant
to the Deputy Commissioner for
School Systems, DHEW/USOE, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Burton White, Harvard Graduate School
of Education, Cambri-ge, .lass,

Cal Williams, Special Assistant to
Governor Docking for Educational
Affairs, Topeka, Kan.
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Edwi, Yazzic, Nava pc Commu'.ity Coils-p

and Head Start Trairirg and Tech-
nical Assistancc, Pt. Defiance,
Ariz.

Ron Young, Director, Offi,i of Fail,
Childhood Development, Little Foci
Ark.

EZward Si-ilar, Yale Eniversit',, Lac

Haven, corn.

Monica 7umbrun, Deit. of Education,
Cheyenne, Wyo.



Publications of the ECS Early Childhood Project

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT Alternatives for program Imple-
mentation in the states (June 1°71 $1)
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS FOR MIGRANTS Alternatives for
the states (May 1972 $1)
ESTABLISHING A STATE OFFICE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOP-
MENT Suggested Legislative Alternatives (December 1972 no charge)
EARLY CHILDHOOD PLANNING IN THE STATES A nandbook for

thenng data and assessing needs (January 1973 S1)

EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS IN THE STATES Report of a De-
cember 1972 conference (March 1973 $1)
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROJECT NEWSLETTER (published occasionally
no charge)



ecs steering committee
1972 - 1973

( hatrman
Governor V. infield Dunn. I ennessee

I t. ( hairman
Vi arren (.. Hill. ( hancellor for I ligher Education. ( onneclicul

( hihrman-I (e, I
*Governor Reubin 01). Askew. Florida

/ reai firer

'Senator Hewett I). hoer. Maine

Se, raw,
endell II. Pierce. I. ducotioo ( ommission oldie States

Venthers

Governor 'stooks Hathaway, V. oming
Governor Bruce king, Sew Mexico

Governor 1om Mc( all. Oregon
Governor James Elkin. ebraska

Governor John Gilligan. Ohio
Governor Nilliam ( ahill. Sew Jere,

Senator Bryce Baum. Oklahoma
Representative Harlin Allen. kentucks

Representative Manns S. Brown V. isconsin
Itenesentatite Charles N . ( labaugh, Illinois

Senator Rob. re English. Sew Hampshire
Representative Ma, H. Homer. Pennsylvania

Representative Floyd M. Sack, Colorado
Robert S. aabcock. Provost. % ermont State Colleges

karl Grimier. Principal. Johnson High School. Minnesota
Everett keith. Esecuthe Secretors. Missouri Teachers Association
Dodd J. long. Executive Director. I tah School Board Association

*1 wald Ssquist. State Commissioner of Education. Sew 1 ork
Mrs. Hdra Skulk...bran& Twister, College of the 1 irgin Islands

Robert I. N illiams, FACCUlite Secretors. 1 irginia Education Association
Joseph %I. Cronin. Secretors. Esecutite Office of Educatior: Affairs, Massachuse",

Richard II. kosaki. Chancellor. Sew Campus. I nitersits of Hawaii
Rohnwon. Associate ( ommissioner lot Education. Rhode Island

( omeron N est. % ice President for Planning General Administration. I nhersits of orth Carolina
Robert H. McBride. President. State Board of Education. Delaware

B. Swain. Director. %I anagemem Development. fhe Boeing Canyons. Naskingicin
Mrs. Hope leading. Legislative ( oordinator. Pi A. Boise. Idaho

James F. Straiten. Chief Director of Apprenticeship Standards. California

-I di I,. Irl Member,

"Governor Robert %*4 . Scott. Smelt Carolina
*Senator Mars I.. Sock. Marsland

Representative B. G. Hendrix. Arkansas
Representative Mildred H. Bonfield. Alaska

Representative Pete Turnham. Alabama
John Lour' **1. Superintendent of Public Instruction. Indiana

( sril Rushee Superintendent of Education. South Carolina
'*The Ri rad John Blob, Sew Jersey Catholic nftfence

t nrique Dior, Chairman, ( owned of higher Education. Puerto Rico
Abner McCall. President. Baslor I nisersits. Texas

Mrs. Ras F . Miller. Member. Sorth Dakota Board of Edacation
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education Commission of the States"IWO
The Education Commission of the States is . non profit organza
bon formed by interstate compact in 19i Forty six states and
territories are now members Its goal is to further a working rela
ilonship among state governors legislatcrs and educators for the
improvement of the education The Commission offices are locate(
at 300 Lincoln Tower 1860 Lincoln Street Denver, Colorado
80203


